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Abstract

ENABLING OUTER PLANET EXPLORATION:
PERFORMANCE AND FEASIBILITY OF NUCLEAR THERMAL PROPULSION FOR RENDEZVOUS MISSIONS

Saroj Kumar

A dissertation submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy

Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
The University of Alabama in Huntsville
May 2024

Nuclear Thermal Propulsion (NTP) provides the compelling alternative between the chemical and electric propulsion systems for outer planet robotic missions. High-thrust and high-specific impulse (over twice the best chemical propulsion engine) NTP systems can enable outer planet missions that have been limited due to the large $\Delta V$ requirements. This dissertation identifies an enabling mission architecture and NTP engine thrust class for rendezvous missions to the Gas giant and Ice giant systems. The work presented in the dissertation demonstrates the performance impact of the NTP system and its feasibility for robotic missions using a systems engineering model driven by the model based systems engineering (MBSE) which is coupled with the domain engineering analysis models and systems engineering architectural models. The performance metrics are chosen based on the finite maneuver analysis and design reference mission trade tree to determine the solution space of NTP for high energy missions. The developed spacecraft integrated system model allows rapid mission analysis for engine thrust class ranging from 5 klbf to 30 klbf.
and $I_{sp}$ from 850 s to 900 s for expendable and non-expendable architectures. The direct spacecraft injection analysis showed payload delivery of over 12% to Jupiter and over 30% to Saturn for NTP system on a commercial heavy lift launch vehicle when compared with standalone super heavy-lift launch vehicles. The point design studies demonstrated the enhanced capability of NTP system by reducing the trip times to Gas giant missions by a factor of two or more. Engine trade analysis shows 12.5 to 15 klbf NTP engines are optimum for rendezvous missions to the outer planets using expendable configuration, which consists of a spacecraft and NTP injection stage with injection stage being used for trans-planetary injection and plane change maneuver only and spacecraft’s storable propellant to be used for planetary orbit insertion. Payload mass delivery using an expendable configuration for a Jupiter rendezvous mission is shown to outperform non-expendable configuration (NTP system to be used for both trans-planetary injection and planetary orbit insertion) by 5.67% for Hohmann transfers. However, non-expendable configurations have shown similar payload delivery for high energy Type-I trajectory missions with trip times of 1.49 years.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Nuclear Thermal Propulsion (NTP) has distinctly shown its relevance in enabling future human missions to Mars [1, 2]. However, the utilization of this advanced propulsion for robotic missions has not been explored extensively. NTP powered missions using expendable configurations have potential to improve the capability in terms of spacecraft mass and trip times when compared with the current available in-space propulsion solutions. There has never been an effort to develop a quantified framework that assesses the enabling mission architectures and NTP engine parameters desirable for ambitious missions to the outer solar system exploration.

1.1 Problem Statement

The overall question of this dissertation can be stated as: *Can a robotic mission using NTP system be designed which enables the missions recommended by the planetary science and astrobiology decadal survey which is within the constraints of the planetary science division?*

The research questions associated with the above statement are:
• What is the potential difference in performance parameters for NTP systems in comparison to traditional propulsion systems towards enabling ambitious missions to the outer solar system exploration?

• What is an enabling mission architecture for the robotic missions using NTP systems?

• What is the enabling engine thrust class for targeted robotic missions?

The performance parameters imply the payload injection capability, impact on Initial Mass in Low Earth Orbit (IMLEO) with long finite maneuvers and high-fidelity trajectory design. Mission constraints comprises of nuclear safe orbit requirements, NTP system and spacecraft design which is within the requirement of a commercially available launch vehicle and architectures considering LH2 propellant boil-off for long duration missions.

1.2 Dissertation Objectives

The main contribution of this dissertation is to provide the solution space of NTP systems for missions to the outer solar system. The Design Reference Missions are used to fulfill the knowledge gaps on mission architectures and engine parameters using the quantifiable figures of merit. The low level goals in order to answer the research questions are mentioned below along with the Table 1.1 matrix indicating the objectives needed to answer the dissertation research questions.
• Develop a detailed systems engineering model using MBSE approach which is tightly coupled with the domain engineering model.

• Develop the Spacecraft Integrated System Model which is able to perform end-to-end mission analysis based on the architecture generated by the design structure matrix.

• Define the Design Reference Missions trade tree in such a way that it clearly articulates the NTP system performance for planetary science missions.

• Calculate the initial capability of the NTP system using the expendable configuration and evaluate its performance by comparing it with chemical propulsion system.

• Perform the exhaustive engine system trades and determine the enabling engine thrust parameters for robotic missions.

• Evaluate the performance of expendable and non-expendable mission architectures and recommend the possible solution space for both architectures.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Low level goals to answer research questions</th>
<th>Potential difference in performance parameters for NTP systems in comparison to traditional propulsion systems?</th>
<th>Enabling mission architecture for the robotic missions using NTP systems?</th>
<th>Enabling engine thrust class for targeted robotic missions?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Develop systems engineering model coupled with the domain engineering model</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop the Spacecraft Integrated System Model</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Define the Design Reference Missions trade tree</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculate the initial capability of the NTP system</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perform engine system trades for robotic missions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluate the performance multiple mission architectures</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.3 Dissertation Organization

This dissertation is primarily divided into four chapters (Chapter 2-5) contributing towards the solution space for NTP systems and methodology proposed to quantify the NTP engine parameters with respect to the robotic missions.

Chapter 2 provides the detailed literature review and identifies three knowledge gaps: (1) insufficiency of the available detailed mission analysis in determining the difference in overall mission performance of NTP system in comparison to traditional propulsion systems, (2) current planetary mission architecture solutions and its limitation on concepts of operations applicability for nuclear fission powered systems and (3) studies on robotic missions using NTP considering arbitrary engine parameters thus the need to determine the engine parameters applicable for robotic missions.

Chapter 3 proposes the overall model integration and execution approach by dynamically coupling the structure model with analytical models. The modules in design structure matrix are introduced to provide the foundation for detailed analysis in Chapter 4 and 5. The UAH NTP 330MW engine model described in the chapter is used for point design studies. Trajectory models of various fidelity levels were used throughout the dissertation however, the final results presented in this dissertation are based on the high-fidelity numerical propagator.

Chapter 4 presents the results on the performance parameters of NTP system and compares them with the traditional propulsion system. The point
design studies using the expendable configuration are discussed for rendezvous mission to Gas and Ice giant systems.

Chapter 5 explores the complete tradespace as described in the DRM trade tree to determine the enabling NTP engine parameters for robotic missions to the outer planets. The chapter also discusses the challenges with the non-expendable configuration and potential missions suitable for both type of architectures.

Chapter 6 summarizes the insights from the dissertation and its contribution of the body of knowledge, as well as suggested leads for future work.

1.4 Publication History

Much of the research work in this dissertation has been presented at various conferences focusing in the area of advance propulsion concepts. Results presented in Chapter 4 have already been published in the AIAA *Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets* (JSR) and ANS *Journal on Nuclear Technology* (NT). Publications based on Chapter 3 and Chapter 5 will be submitted to the Journals on Systems Engineering, JSR and NT. The authors relevant journal and conference publications history is listed in Appendix A.
Chapter 2. Literature Review

To frame the design problem, the past and present work concerning the literature review of the dissertation can be summarized into two focus areas:

1. Reviewing literature towards the robotic exploration of our solar system and identifying current challenges for missions to the outer planets. This led to the first research question (RQ #1) “Can those problems be addressed?”;

2. Literature review on the Nuclear Thermal Propulsion systems to understand whether this advanced propulsion technology can answer the first research question (“Can we?”). This also led to the subsequent research questions on the enabling mission architectures and the Nuclear Thermal Propulsion engine parameters (RQ #2 and RQ #3 respectively) which has been described in this chapter in detail.

2.1 Robotic Exploration of Our Solar System

The genesis of robotic exploration of solar system bodies can be traced back to the early days of the space age when the world’s major space agencies embarked on ambitious missions to study and explore celestial objects beyond Earth. In 1959, the Soviet Luna 2 became the first spacecraft to reach Earth’s escape velocity and achieved a heliocentric orbit [3]. Although, the primary ob-
Objective of the mission was to impact the lunar surface but due to the malfunction with the launch vehicle the spacecraft missed the Moon by 5,900km [4]. Over the last seven decades more than 250 spacecrafts have travelled beyond the Earth’s orbit to study celestial bodies in our solar system and beyond. Figure 2.1 shows the distribution of the target planets in the solar system for total or partially successful planetary science missions by nation/space agencies from the year 1958 to 2022.

**Figure 2.1:** Distribution of the target planets for total or partial successful planetary science missions (1958 - 2022).
Among the missions sent to the targeted planets, over 82% of the missions have been to explore the planets in the inner solar system with majority of them being towards exploring the Earth’s neighbouring planets Venus and Mars. On the other hand there have been only 18% of the missions targeted to explore the planets in the outer solar system.

NASA’s planetary science missions under the planetary science program consist of a balanced mix of missions in three different cost classes - small, medium, and large (“flagship”). The large (“flagship”) class missions are strategic missions which address broad, high-priority science objectives using complex scientific instruments with long-term measurements \[5\]. The development of large (“flagship”) missions is led by a NASA center and due to the mission objectives the overall spacecraft mass is heaviest in its class and often requires the longest development time. Some of the past large (“flagship”) missions are Voyager, Galileo, Cassini and Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) etc.\[6\]. Currently, Europa Clipper mission is in development under this mission category with planned launch in 2024. The total expected lifecycle cost for large (“flagship”) missions is between $2000M -$3000M USD, however due to the high-priority scientific instruments development and very low single point failure requirements and other reasons the flagship class missions often cost in excess of the mentioned lifecycle cost \[7, 8\].

Medium-class spacecraft are under the New Frontiers (NF) program, which tackles a specific solar system exploration goal that conducts a high-science-return investigation \[9\]. The New Frontiers missions are PI-led and are managed by limited numbers of NASA centers. There have been three missions under this
program namely New Horizons which was a Pluto flyby mission, Juno mission to study gas giant planet Jupiter and asteroid sample return OSIRIS-REx mission [10]. Currently, the next New Frontiers mission in development is a robotic rotorcraft to Saturn’s moon Titan [11]. The total lifecycle cost cap for New Frontiers class missions is less than $1000M USD with targeted launch of a new mission every 60 months.

Discovery program is the smallest category mission under the planetary science program. This program is also a PI-led mission and addresses focused science objectives in our solar system with lower cost and faster development time. Some examples of the past Discovery missions include Dawn mission to Ceres, Mars lander InSight mission etc. The current active mission under this program is the Lucy space probe which will study multiple Jupiter trojan asteroids. Currently, there are three missions in development phase under the program namely Psyche mission to metallic asteroid 16Psyche and DAVINCI (Deep Atmosphere Venus Investigation of Noble gases, Chemistry, and Imaging) and VERITAS (Venus Emissivity, Radio Science, InSAR, Topography, and Spectroscopy) missions to Venus. The total lifecycle cost cap of Discovery series planetary missions is $500M USD with targeted launch of a new mission every 36 months. Table 2.1 shows the examples of different classes of planetary science missions. Figure 2.2 shows the relationship between spacecraft dry mass and mission cost of NASA’s planetary science missions from 2001 - 2022.
### Table 2.1: Representative Small, Medium, and Large Planetary Science Missions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spacecraft</th>
<th>Mission Goals</th>
<th>Dry mass (kg)</th>
<th>Mission class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dawn [12]</td>
<td>Study protoplanets in the main asteroid belt: Vesta and Ceres</td>
<td>747</td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juno [13]</td>
<td>Reveal the story of the formation and evolution of the planet Jupiter</td>
<td>1,593</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassini [14]</td>
<td>Study Saturn system</td>
<td>2,125</td>
<td>Large</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2.2:** Mission cost vs spacecraft dry mass of NASA’s planetary science missions from 2001 - 2022.
2.2 Outer Solar System Exploration

Missions to the outer solar system have provided invaluable insights into the distant realms of our cosmic neighborhood. These missions involve spacecraft traveling beyond the asteroid belt to explore planets like Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune, as well as their moons and surrounding environments. There have been a total of eight spacecrafts to the outer solar system with primary mission to explore the outer planets or dwarf planet in the Kuiper belt region. Table 2.2 lists the summary of missions to the outer solar system. Exploring the outer planets is a complex and challenging endeavour that involves a combinations of mission design and architectural considerations within the program requirements. Some of the factors contributing to the relatively limited number of missions to the outer solar system are:

- **Trip time and Mission Duration:** Exploring the outer planets requires longer mission duration’s. For example, rendezvous missions to the gas giants using conventional chemical propulsion systems can take five to ten years reach their destinations. The science operations of the missions only begins after the spacecraft is in the orbit of the target planetary body and this phase can be time limited depending on the spacecraft health parameters.

- **Limited Launch Opportunities:** If the available launch vehicle cannot inject the spacecraft in a direct Type-I trajectory then missions often requires gravity assist trajectories to reach farther destinations. The align-
ment of planets and the specific trajectories required for outer planet missions may limit the launch windows available. Missions need to be launched during specific windows to achieve efficient trajectories, and missing these windows can result in significantly longer travel times and increased costs.

Table 2.2: Missions to the outer solar system and beyond with primary objective to explore outer planets and Kupiter belt region.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spacecraft</th>
<th>Destination</th>
<th>Mission type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pioneer 10</td>
<td>Jupiter</td>
<td>Flyby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pioneer 11</td>
<td>Jupiter, Saturn</td>
<td>Flyby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voyager 1</td>
<td>Jupiter, Saturn</td>
<td>Flyby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voyager 2</td>
<td>Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune</td>
<td>Flyby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galileo</td>
<td>Jupiter</td>
<td>Rendezvous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassini-Huygens</td>
<td>Saturn</td>
<td>Rendezvous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Horizons</td>
<td>Pluto and KBOs</td>
<td>Flyby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juno</td>
<td>Jupiter</td>
<td>Rendezvous</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Limited Payload Capability:** The limited spacecraft mass for missions to the outer solar system is a critical constraint that impacts mission design, instrument selection, propulsion systems, and overall mission capabil-
Ities. This constraint arises from several factors such as propulsion requirements, scientific instruments to achieve the mission objectives in line with the decadal surveys and power subsystem etc.

2.3 Nuclear Thermal Propulsion

The fundamental principle of Nuclear Thermal Propulsion is remarkably simple when compared with chemical propulsion systems. In NTP system, the heat energy from fission reactor is transferred to the propellant which is then ejected through a de Laval nozzle. A schematic of a nuclear thermal propulsion engine is shown in figure 2.3 [15]. The fuel is injected into the reactor core where it is heated to temperatures of about 2,500 K or above and then ejected via nozzle [16]. The temperature of the propellant heating is actually limited due to the structural integrity of the NTP engine. A small amount of propellant is also used to run the turbopumps which feed the propellant to the reactor core.

The benefits of Nuclear Thermal Propulsion can be shown via ideal rocket equation,

$$\Delta V = I_{sp} g_0 \ln \left( \frac{m_0}{m_f} \right).$$

(2.1)

The specific impulse in the rocket equation is dependent on the square root of the ratio of the absolute temperature of the exhaust gas to the molecular weight of the exhaust gas [17]. Thus, to improve the performance of the system, one needs to have the highest exhaust temperature with the lowest molecular weight of the propellant.
The NTP engines do not require propellant combustion to generate heat but use heat source from the nuclear reactor to generate much higher exhaust temperatures of the propellant. The NTP system is generally designed with hydrogen as fuel and does not require an oxidizer which in turn lowers the molecular weight of the exhaust gas. This significantly improves the specific impulse of the propulsion system. The best chemical propulsion system today are limited to a specific impulse of about 450 seconds and only slight improvements can be expected. On the other hand, NTP systems using solid core reactor have already demonstrated in ground testing a specific impulse of about 900 seconds \textit{i.e.}, about twice as efficient when compared with the best chemical propulsion engines [18, 19]. The specific impulse of a nuclear engine is doubled when compared to any state-of-
the-art chemical engine because the propellant of choice, hydrogen has molecular weight of two as against 9 or 10 from the combination of liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen used in the highest efficient chemical engines [20, 21]. A general schematic of a spacecraft using NTP system is shown in figure 2.4 which consists of a nuclear power source, heat exchange system, propellant tanks, and payload [22]. In the heat exchange systems the heat generated from the core is transferred to the liquid propellant before being ejected from the nozzle. The NTP system will also require a radiation shield due to the reactivity from the nuclear core which can pose a challenge to the payload most importantly if the radiation contains neutrons as the hardware may suffer from activation which can affect the material properties such as mechanical resistance [23].

![Figur 2.4: Schematic of spacecraft using NTP system [22].](image)

The NTP system can demonstrate even higher performance when temperature limits are relaxed and concepts such as liquid core and gas core reactors are
implemented which have capability to generate specific impulse between 1500 to 6000s [24, 25].

2.3.1 Current Operational In-Space Propulsion Systems

The current operational in-space propulsion systems for interplanetary missions can be categorized in two areas (i) Chemical propulsion systems and (ii) Solar electric propulsion systems. Figure 2.5 below illustrates the thrust vs specific impulse of the majority of the current operational propulsion systems.

![Thrust vs Specific Impulse](image)

**Figure 2.5:** Thrust vs specific impulse of typical in-space propulsion systems [26].
2.3.1.1 Chemical Propulsion Systems

The thrust produced by the spacecraft using the chemical propulsion system is derived from the heat of the reaction which produces high-temperature gas that is expanded and ejected through a de Laval nozzle thereby converting thermal energy into kinetic energy. Assuming all the thermal energy is converted to kinetic energy, an energy balance can be used to derive the exhaust velocity of the gas which is shown in the equation 2.2 below:

\[ v_e = \left( \frac{2JC_pT}{M} \right)^2, \]

where \( v_e \) represents the effective exhaust velocity, \( J \) represents the conversion from thermal to mechanical units, \( C_p \) represents the average molar heat capacity, \( T \) represents the temperature, and \( M \) represents the molecular weight of gas.

For long duration planetary science missions to the outer planets, if a multi-ton class spacecraft is to be delivered then the propulsion system must achieve high propellant exhaust velocities. Unfortunately, for chemical propulsion system the exhaust velocities of about 4000 m/s are fundamentally limited by the available reaction energies of the chemical propellants combustion. Therefore, to enable large missions using chemical propulsion systems engineers design spacecraft trajectory using planetary gravity assist maneuvers rather than direct ballistic transfers which increases the overall interplanetary trip time. Figure 2.6 shows the example of Earth to Saturn transfer for flagship class Cassini mission using Venus-Venus-Earth-Jupiter Gravity Assist (VVEJGA) interplanetary trajectory.
Missions to Ice giant planets Uranus and Neptune are currently dependent on the Radioisotope Power System (RPS) to power the spacecraft. One of the challenges of long trip times due to the dependence of chemical propulsion system is that the RPS system have flight design life of 14 yrs from the date of launch [27]. Therefore, it is recommended for the missions to complete the primary science mission within this period of time which has been a challenge using chemical propulsion systems.
Figure 2.6: Cassini-VVEJGA Interplanetary Trajectory to Saturn [28].
2.3.1.2 Solar Electric Propulsion Systems

Solar Electric Propulsion (SEP) comprises three types of design approaches to achieve high exhaust velocities in order to reduce the total propellant required for the mission. The design approaches can be classified as: electrothermal propulsion where the propellant is electrically heated and then ejected through the nozzle; electrostatic propulsion in which the ionized gas is accelerated through an electric field; and finally electromagnetic propulsion wherein the ionized gas is accelerated using simultaneous application of electric and magnetic forces [29].

The propellant ejected in the SEP systems is upto twenty times faster than a conventional chemical propulsion system thereby reducing the overall propellant mass requirement for a particular mission. SEP systems are however limited by the available electric power on-board the spacecraft which is generated by the spacecraft’s solar panels. The power generated by the spacecraft’s solar panels is inversely proportional to the square of the distance between the spacecraft and the Sun. Figure 2.7 shows the solar irradiance vs the distance from the Sun. SEP system can be provided sufficient electrical power for missions to the inner solar system however, due to very low solar irradiance in the outer solar system the overall mass and volume requirement for spacecraft’s solar arrays will be prohibitively large therefore missions to the outer solar system using electric propulsion would generally require nuclear power sources [30].
2.3.2 Nuclear Thermal Propulsion for Outer Solar System Exploration

Nuclear Thermal Propulsion is an ideal alternative for both Chemical and Solar Electric Propulsion systems due to its high thrust capability when compared with SEP systems and high specific impulse capabilities when compared with Chemical propulsion systems. This distinct capability offers missions with high acceleration in a short operating period than the other higher efficient SEP alternatives thereby resulting missions with short trip times. The higher specific impulse with almost twice as efficient when compared with the highest performing LOX/LH2 chemical propulsion systems allows higher payload delivery capability with similar Initial Mass in Low Earth Orbit (IMLEO).
The importance of effective exhaust velocity in terms of payload fraction vs ΔV can be demonstrated using the figure 2.8. With the increase in effective exhaust velocity the payload delivery increases exponentially as the ΔV requirement for the mission increases.

Figure 2.8: Propulsion system performance for Chemical, Solid-Core Nuclear and Advanced Nuclear powered missions [31].
The IMLEO as a function of mission $\Delta V$ for chemical and nuclear thermal propulsion systems as a single in-space vehicle is shown in figure 2.9 [32] which elucidates that the practical limit of a chemical propulsion system for a 0.5mT payload delivery is projected to be $\sim10$ km/s and $\sim22$ km/s for nuclear thermal propulsion. Figure 2.9 also shows the enhanced capability of NTP for direct transfer outer planet missions to Jupiter, Saturn and Pluto.

![Figure 2.9: IMLEO as a function of mission $\Delta V$ [32].](image)

Numerous mission concept studies have been conducted on NTP technology to Moon and Mars which have mostly concentrated towards enabling human
missions [33, 34, 35, 36, 37]. While there have been limited studies demonstrating the capabilities of NTP systems for science/robotic missions to outer planets and beyond, general trends on reduced trip times and enhanced payload delivery are applicable to missions beyond the distances of Mars. The majority of mission studies on NTP systems for outer planets have examined missions such as gas giant rendezvous, Europa sample return, Pluto orbiter and sample return, direct mission to Uranus and Neptune [38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43]. Major studies to the gas giant systems using nuclear propulsion are mentioned in the table 2.3 which includes rendezvous missions to Jupiter, Saturn, Titan and Europa sample return. Most of the studies are based on smaller high performance bi-modal MITEE (Miniature ReacTor EnginE) concept which is based on Particle Bed Reactor (PBR) technology [38]. The studies have focused on bi-modal nuclear propulsion system due to its ability to produce high thrust to escape out of planetary gravity well and achieve high $\Delta V$ for outer planet missions. Another advantage of MITEE is its low engine mass ($\sim$350kg) and therefore the spacecraft can be launched using medium lift launch vehicles. The Jupiter, Saturn orbiter and Europa sample return mission are studied using MITEE engine concepts. Due to the lightweight propulsion system and its bi-modal design, the $\Delta V$ capability of the system is much more than an NTP module used only for spacecraft injection. The Titan orbiter and lander mission is studied using regular NTP system where NTP injection stage is dropped after Earth escape maneuver and spacecraft is captured around Titan using aerocapture technique [44].
Table 2.3: NTP powered missions to the gas giant systems [38, 41, 43].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mission</th>
<th>Reactor Power (MW)</th>
<th>Engine Thrust (N)</th>
<th>Specific impulse (s)</th>
<th>IMLEO (kg)</th>
<th>Payload (kg)</th>
<th>Trip time (years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Titan orbiter lander</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>27,000</td>
<td>980</td>
<td>8,491</td>
<td>1,110</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europa sample return</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>14,268</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>3,350</td>
<td>470*</td>
<td>Earth - Europa: 02; Europa - Earth: 3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jupiter Orbiter</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>14,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>3,395</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturn orbiter</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>14,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>4,173</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturn orbiter</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>66,723</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Payload includes lander, autonomous submarine vehicle, sample return tank and aeroshield.
Mission studies to ice giants, Pluto and near helio-pause region are mentioned in table 2.4. The studies to Neptune, Uranus orbiter and Pluto flyby missions were performed using expendable mode NTP system. The mission to Neptune was studied using solid core nuclear fission reactor design [21]. The goal was to determine the NTP performance towards delivering 1500 kg payload to Neptune orbit. The mission to Uranus was studied using LEU NTP engine system design and utilizing SLS Block 2 launch vehicle to deliver the spacecraft in LEO parking orbit [45]. Due to the enhanced performance of the launch vehicle and high thrust NTP system, a payload of about 3000 kg can be inserted into Uranus orbit. The Pluto flyby mission is studied using a small NTP engine design and utilizing Titan IV heavy lift launch vehicle [46]. The study also investigated mission capability using lightweight tankage/ structural materials such as graphite/epoxy and aluminum-lithium in place of traditional aluminum alloys. The Pluto system orbiter lander mission was studied using bi-modal SNTP system [47]. The SNTP system is designed using compact PBR and is highly efficient than competing systems. Figure 2.10 below illustrates the propulsion system along with the Closed Brayton Cycle (CBC) power conversion subsystem. The study on mission to near helio-pause region at about 100AU using NTP system utilizes upgraded 75 MW MITEE engine which has a total mass of about 200 kg and specific impulse of 1000s [32].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mission</th>
<th>Reactor Power (MW)</th>
<th>Engine Thrust (N)</th>
<th>Specific impulse (s)</th>
<th>IMLEO (kg)</th>
<th>Payload (kg)</th>
<th>Trip time (years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neptune orbiter</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>72,600</td>
<td>860</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uranus orbiter</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>111,205</td>
<td>894</td>
<td>34,000</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pluto flyby</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>66,723</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>508</td>
<td>9.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pluto orbiter</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>14,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>3,985</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pluto system orbiter lander</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>73,000</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>21,500</td>
<td>2894</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100AU fast flyby</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>14,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>8,100</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.4:** NTP Powered Mission concepts to the Ice Giants, Pluto and near helio-pause region [32, 39, 45].
Figure 2.10: Schematic of bi-modal SNTP system and power conversion subsystem [47].

2.3.2.1 Gap identification #1

High fidelity mission concepts for an NTP system is clearly an important study required to accurately determine the capability of the propulsion system and compare its performance with the traditional propulsion systems. In the literature, it is observed that the majority of NTP performance parameters have been identified depending upon the mission constraints for a human mission to Mars. NTP powered cargo and crewed Mars mission systems analysis has shown the TMI requirements for a conjunction class mission to be at 155 mT and 293 mT respectively [48]. To enable the mission, the NTP engine requirements were
derived based on the engine burn duration, total number of burns for round-trip mission and total thrust range. The nominal burn duration requirement was set at 60 minutes along with 10 burns needed for the mission. This requirement then determined that the total engine thrust range during TMI and TEI to be at 240-350 klbf. Based on the mission analysis NTP engine sensitivity trades, NTP engine of 75 klbf nominal thrust is recommended to be used in the clusters of 3-4 engines [49, 50]. Studies have also analyzed crewed missions to Mars for different aggregate orbits and engine-out scenarios. Recent studies for a 2033 Mars mission have determined that based on the crew vehicle stack gross mass of 150 mT - 290 mT will require 15 klbf - 25 klbf thrust per engine with total number of engine in the cluster of 2, 3 and 4 [51].

The values of the performance of an NTP engine for robotic missions have not been determined. The studies focusing on the robotic missions using NTP are also not aligned with the NASA’s planetary science missions program such as the delivered payload does not meet the traditional requirements for flagship or NF class missions. The IMLEO parameters also at times exceed the available launch vehicle capabilities. The studies also lacked details on the maneuver analysis for the selected NTP engine parameters and ignored the impact of ∆V losses during the engine run duration. For accurate performance determination of the NTP for robotic missions, it is needed to perform end-to-end high-fidelity integrated mission analysis starting from determining the launch vehicles mass and volume capability to place the spacecraft in the parking orbit, NTP engine finite burn analysis and the impact on total ∆V due to gravity losses etc. Therefore,
the task is to perform pre-phase A level mission concept which can demonstrate the NTP’s game changing capability towards the exploration of outer solar system. This establishes the Research Question #1, “What is the potential difference in performance parameters for NTP systems in comparison to traditional propulsion systems towards enabling ambitious missions to the outer solar system exploration?”

2.4 Planetary Mission Architectures

The architecture design is not defined for a single mission or its requirements but a large trade space by evaluating alternative mission concepts. Planetary missions architectures involves multiple elements such as spacecraft design, launch vehicle and its capability to place the spacecraft in the parking orbit, propulsion element for trans-planetary injection and planetary capture maneuvers for rendezvous and round-trip missions. This section will describe the mission architectures for planetary science missions to the outer solar system using traditional propulsion systems and review of mission concept studies using NTP systems.

2.4.1 Mission Architectures for Traditional Propulsion Systems

Mission design for the medium and large class robotic missions to the outer solar system often use multiple planetary gravity assists in order to achieve the required $C_3$ energy due to the limitations of the traditional propulsion systems. The spacecraft is injected by the launch vehicle in the low Earth orbit and post this
an upper stage kick motor provides the required $C_3$ energy to the spacecraft’s next encounter with the planetary body for gravity assist. Depending on the mission, multiple gravity assist maneuvers may be required to accelerate the spacecraft and gain velocity to reach the targeted planetary body. Table 2.5 shows the mission timeline of Cassini interplanetary trajectory which is typical for chemical powered missions. The required gravity assists are dependent on the orbital alignments of multiple planetary bodies which limits the launch windows and launching the spacecraft beyond the optimum date dramatically increases the required launch energy per unit mass in order to reduce the post launch $\Delta V$ from spacecraft’s onboard propulsion systems.

Post trans-planetary injection maneuver, the Deep Space Maneuvers (DSM), Trajectory Correction Maneuver (TCM) and Planetary Orbit Insertion maneuvers are performed by the spacecraft’s propulsion module subsystem which typically includes a bipropellant system with engine thrust ranging from 400 N to more than 1000 N.

Depending upon the science mission objectives and other constraints the mission design includes the trade-off of spacecraft mass vs trip time. New Horizons mission design to Pluto focused on shortening the trip by limiting the mass of the spacecraft. With spacecraft wet mass of 478 kg, the launch vehicle was able to inject the spacecraft in a direct ballistic flight from Earth to Pluto with Jupiter flyby [52]. The spacecraft was able to flyby Pluto in a record 9.5 year trip time after its launch.
Table 2.5: Cassini interplanetary trajectory mission events.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mission Events</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Launch</td>
<td>October 15, 1997</td>
<td>( C_3 = 18.1 , km^2/s^2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venus 1 flyby</td>
<td>April 26, 1998</td>
<td>Altitude at periapsis = 284 km; velocity = 11.8 km/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep Space Maneuver</td>
<td>December 03, 1998</td>
<td>Venus targeting maneuver; ( \Delta V = 466 , m/s )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venus 2 flyby</td>
<td>June 24, 1999</td>
<td>Altitude at periapsis = 623 km; velocity = 13.0 km/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earth flyby</td>
<td>August 18, 1999</td>
<td>Altitude at periapsis = 1,171 km; velocity = 19.1 km/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jupiter flyby</td>
<td>December 30, 2000</td>
<td>Altitude at periapsis = 137 Jupiter Radii; velocity = 11.5 km/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturn Orbit Insertion</td>
<td>July 01, 2004</td>
<td>( \Delta V = 626 , m/s )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although there has not been an SEP powered mission to the outer planets, multiple point design have been conducted to explore the initial architecture assessments. Mission studies to the Ice giant planets Uranus and Neptune using SEP have determined that the increased flight system mass due to the SEP system has detrimental impact on science payload mass and the overall trip times [53]. Figure 2.11 shows the mission design architecture for Ice giants using SEP.
system. The designed interplanetary trajectory depends on a 25 kW SEP stage and uses multiple planetary flybys including to Venus, Earth and Jupiter. The spacecraft is designed to be launched using a commercial heavy lift launch vehicle and has a total time of flight of 11 years to Uranus and 13 years to Neptune.

**Figure 2.11:** Mission design architectures for Ice Giants using SEP system [53].

### 2.4.2 Mission Architectures for NTP Systems

Mission concepts using NTP for robotic missions have implemented two architectures (1) NTP system utilization for only Earth escape maneuver which is also known as ‘expendable mission mode’ and uses chemical propulsion for planetary orbit insertion and (2) NTP system as the only propulsion system for
Earth escape and planetary orbit insertion \cite{46, 54}. The expendable and non-expendable mission architectures used in the literature can be shown graphically using figure 2.13. Table 2.6 summarizes literature on NTP powered expendable and non-expendable architectures for rendezvous missions to Pluto. Both the concepts have been presented with their respective advantages such as in expendable mission mode the challenges of keeping propellant at cryogenic temperatures for long duration and reactor restart are eliminated. Due to the NTP use case for only single burn the thermal protection systems complexity is reduced because long term LH2 storage is not required. However, using the second option gives the NTP system advantage especially for bimodal concepts in which the NTP system can provide the electrical power to the spacecraft during cruise and science phases of the mission. Figure 2.12 describes the MITEE-B engine NTP and electrical power propulsion mode. The Minature Reactor Engine Bi-Modal (MITEE) concept study has analysed that the engine with 3.2 klbf thrust and 1000 s of $I_{sp}$ can also generate power output of 1 KW\( (e) \) \cite{55}. The one kilowatt of continuous electrical power can eliminate the need of RPS system thereby providing greater operational capability.
Figure 2.12: Bi-modal NTP engine operational modes [55].

Figure 2.13: Mission architectures using NTP system for robotic missions.
Table 2.6: NTP powered mission architectures for Pluto rendezvous missions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mission</th>
<th>IMLEO (mT)</th>
<th>Departure Orbit (LEO: 185x184km)</th>
<th>NTP System Thrust/$I_sp$</th>
<th>$\Delta V$ (km/s)</th>
<th>Trajectory</th>
<th>Trip time (years)</th>
<th>Payload (kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expendable</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>LEO</td>
<td>15klbf/960s</td>
<td>7.902</td>
<td>E-JGA-P</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-expendable</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>LEO</td>
<td>3.1klbf/1000s</td>
<td>20.43</td>
<td>E-P direct</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expendable</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>LEO</td>
<td>10klbf/870s</td>
<td>7.59</td>
<td>E-JGA-P</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-expendable</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>LEO</td>
<td>16.4klbf/900s</td>
<td>19.87</td>
<td>E-P direct</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>1410</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.4.2.1 Gap identification #2

The NTP powered robotic missions have used traditional architectures with LEO (180x180km) departures post separation from the launch vehicle. However, NTP mission architectures need to consider the failure scenarios during the engine run time in LEO. NTP fission reactor is essentially non-radioactive during the launch sequence and it is activated for high-power operation only in stable LEO parking orbit. Once, the high-power operation begins for trans-planetary injection maneuver, fission system radiological inventory steadily increases as fission products build up [56]. This challenge needs to be incorporated in mission architectures such that in case of any failure, the NTP system orbital lifetime is at least until fission products naturally convert back into non-radioactive isotopes. Figure 2.14 illustrates the radiation dose rate for different engine run time as a function of decay time for NERVA engine reactor [57]. For the 25 minute engine run duration of 1855 MW reactor the ionizing radiation levels decrease rapidly over the first 300 years due to the decay of the short lived isotopes. The shorter engine run duration have significantly lower radiation dose from the reactor in the initial years however, the dose rate close to 300 years is similar irrespective of the engine run duration.

Literature studies have explored the potential nuclear-safe parking orbits by determining the estimated orbital lifetime for parking orbits which do not significantly impact the launch vehicle Earth-to-Orbit payload capability [57, 58]. The studies have recommended parking orbits such as 148x800 km, 500 km circular and 800 km circular etc for intial operation of the NTP system. It also needs
to be noted that these studies were conducted in 1980s and 1990s and since then there has been a dramatic changes in the on-orbit spacial density of spacecrafts and satellite fragmentations. Therefore, it is now required that the potential nuclear-safe orbit analysis to be updated by including spacial density of objects in LEO and HEO as a parameter. Figure 2.15 portrays the spacial density as a function of near Earth altitude upto 2000 km [59].

While the mission architectures for NTP have demonstrated the higher performance for non-expendable missions. There is no detailed analysis on the challenges of using NTP for planetary capture maneuvers with respect to the long term storage of LH2. The published mission concepts have been focused on specific individual analysis such as engine performance, launch vehicle capability and trajectory design, and no literature has integrated the mission phases and used their synthesis as a coupled tool to design more optimal mission architecture.
whose goals can be quantitatively defined. Therefore, the Research Question #2 can be identified as “What is an enabling mission architecture for the robotic missions using NTP systems?”

2.5 NTP Engine - How Small Is Big Enough

2.5.1 NTP Engine Development

The NTP development program started with the Project Rover in 1955 and is currently in progress under the NASA’s Space Nuclear Propulsion (SNP) program. The Project Rover was stated by the Air Force with intention to use the propulsion system in the Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles (ICBM), later the
project was transferred to NASA in 1958 when NASA explored the NTP use case towards upper stages for Saturn V and later in-space propulsion for missions to Mars. Since, then the majority of NTPs development has been by keeping its use case for future human missions to Mars [60, 61]. Therefore, the NTP engine performance objectives have been selected towards enabling human missions to Mars. The selected optimum thrust, $I_{sp}$ and chamber pressure parameters for an ‘all-up’ mission to Mars were 50,000 lbf - 125,000 lbf, 925 seconds and 500 psia - 1000 psia respectively [62]. Later, during the SNTP program NTP systems engineering studies were performed for lunar/Mars transportation system to allow an early test and application of NTP transportation system [63]. The critical technical performance objectives required for enabling lunar/Mars missions are mentioned in table 2.7.

Table 2.7: Critical technical performance objectives for Lunar/Mars transportation [64].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Objectives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thrust</td>
<td>25 kbf to 75 kbf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{sp}$</td>
<td>&gt; 875 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thrust/Weight</td>
<td>&gt; 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine life</td>
<td>&gt; 270 minutes at rated thrust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restart capability</td>
<td>Multiple (&gt;10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single burn duration</td>
<td>60 minutes (max.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In 2009, NASA’s Design reference architecture 5.0 for human missions to Mars described the system and operations that would be used for the first three missions to explore the surface of Mars by humans [2]. NTP was preferred transportation technology for both crew and cargo vehicles for long surface stay mission with core propulsion stage requiring three 25-klbf engines to be used to perform primary mission maneuvers. Recent studies have explored the Mars opposition mission using High-Assay Low Enriched Uranium (HALEU) NTP engine systems and have demonstrated that engine trades for Mars architecture also require a three NTP engine system of each with 25-klbf thrust [48]. Figure 2.16 shows the LEU NTP Mars Crew Vehicle Point of Departure Configuration using 25-klbf engine systems [65].

2.5.2 NTP Engine for Robotic Missions

With the focus of NTP for human missions to Mars, the NTP engine design has been towards larger engine class with thrust range of 25 klbf - 125 klbf for LEO aggregation orbit and 15klbf - 25 klbf for Lunar Distant Highly Elliptical Orbit (LDHEO) aggregation orbit. On the other hand, smaller class engines can enable robotic missions and can also meet the requirements of host of missions such as technology demonstrator and for cislunar operations. The development and operation of a smaller class engine can also provide experience with flight hardware that can be incorporated towards the development of larger thrust class engines for human missions to Mars.
Mission concept studies for planetary robotic missions have considered a wide range of engine thrust class. Small reactor engine with reactor power of 75 MW with thrust output of 3200 lbf has been analyzed for fly-by and rendezvous mission to Pluto and sample return from Europa [54]. Zubrin et al. in 1992 proposed a 10 klbf thrust class NTP engine with $I_{sp}$ ranging from 850 s - 900 s for missions to Ice giants albeit with orbiter mass requirements not meeting with current planetary science missions program [66]. Studies have also looked at using 15 klbf and 16.5 klbf engine class for host of missions to the outer planets using both thrust only and bi-modal concepts [46, 47]. Finally, there has also been a study on the use of 25 klbf engine for missions to Jupiter and Uranus [67].
2.16 shows the schematic of NTP one-pass moderator block and fuel element of a 25 klbf engine [68].

**Figure 2.17:** Schematic of NTP one-pass moderator block and fuel element of 25 klbf engine [68].

### 2.5.2.1 Gap identification #3

With majority of the NTP engine design and performance evaluation focused towards human mission to Mars there has been little focus on engine performance requirement for planetary robotic missions. The studies on NTP powered missions for robotic exploration have considered arbitrary engine parameters starting from 3.2 klbf to 25 klbf of thrust level and \( I_{sp} \) range from 850 to 1000 s. Therefore, it is needed to perform a trade space exploration of the NTP engine parameters for the selected Design Reference Missions (DRM) in order to deter-
mine the solution space of NTP system for missions to the outer solar system exploration.

Literature review also determined that the mission analysis did not include the engine performance during the maneuvers and used impulsive burn analysis. For accurate results, it is critical to perform finite maneuver analysis in order to understand the total engine run time limits, $\Delta V$ losses and its impact on the overall system design. Therefore, based on the knowledge gap identified in this section the Research Question #3 can be established as “What is the enabling engine thrust class for targeted robotic missions?”

### 2.6 Chapter Summary

The three gaps identified in this chapter after the detailed literature review led to the research questions which are summarized below:

*First*, point design studies for NTP system are needed for the potential planetary missions in the outer solar system to determine the difference in performance parameters of NTP in comparison to traditional propulsion systems. This will require the development of a systems engineering model which will be driven by the MBSE framework. The model and the MBSE framework has been described in the Chapter 3.

*Second*, mission architectures used by the traditional propulsion systems will not be applicable for the NTP systems. Therefore, the enabling mission architectures for the NTP systems will have to be determined by evaluating multiple mission scenarios. The technical feasibility of these architectures will be deter-
mined by the output metrics such as mission sensitivity for different departure and arrival scenarios, NTP system performance and trip-times etc.

Third, there is lack of understanding on the best NTP engine performance parameters for mission focusing robotic exploration. This requires a detailed trade space exploration for the selected DRMs in order to determine the solution space of enabling NTP engine parameters for robotic missions to the outer solar system. The analysis to answer this question will include finite maneuver analysis, $\Delta V$ loss determination and engine run time evaluation etc.

### Research Question #1
What is the potential difference in performance parameters for NTP systems in comparison to traditional propulsion systems towards enabling ambitious missions to the outer solar system exploration?

### Research Question #2
What is an enabling mission architecture for the robotic missions using NTP systems?

### Research Question #3
What is the enabling engine thrust class for targeted robotic missions?
Chapter 3. Approach and Methodology

With the identification of research questions pertaining the use of NTP for robotic mission, this chapter will describe the approach and methodology for the selected DRMs in order to fill the knowledge gaps. For this purpose, a Spacecraft Integrated System Model (SISM) is developed using model-based approach. The SISM results are then used to perform the trade space of the mission architectures and compare the NTP engine performance which are driven by both technology and space mission architecture constraints.

3.1 Overall Approach

The overall model integration and execution approach between the tightly-coupled domain engineering analysis models and systems engineering architecture model is shown graphically in Figure 3.1. The model will take mission requirements and technology constraints as input and generates outputs as NTP system performance for each architecture evaluation for the mission classified. The overall model described iterates over the engineering analysis model and the systems engineering architectural model such that it (a) determines the feasibility of mission architecture and engine trade space via systems engineering model and (b)
evaluates the NTP system performance metrics for each conceptual mission which is driven by the analytical models from each domain.

**Figure 3.1:** Overall model integration and execution approach for Spacecraft Integrated System Model (SISM).

The model’s utility is to determine the NTP engine parameters that enable robotic missions by maximizing the spacecraft dry mass delivery and minimizes the IMLEO. Domain engineering analytical models will be used to answer the Research Question #1 by performing point design studies and comparing the performance with traditional propulsion systems. Research Questions #2 and #3 will be answered using systems engineering model as described in detail in Section 3.2. The development of SISM was divided into three phases as shown in Figure 3.2, the phase I involved the development of the Model Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) framework and performed mission analysis using standalone simulation models. The phase II of the model development involved integration of domain engineering analysis models with the systems engineering architectural model.
Lastly, the phase III of the model development involved requirement analysis and trade space exploration of the the NTP mission architectures.

![Diagram of SISM Development phases]

**Figure 3.2:** SISM Development phases [69].

### 3.2 Systems Engineering Model

This section describes the systems engineering model which is driven by the MBSE framework. The use of MBSE approach allows the modules to be customized or replaced depending on the mission requirements. Figure 3.3 describes the systems engineering model which contains modules with information on input and output parameters. A high-fidelity mission design requires analysis in multiple domains such as detailed calculations on IMLEO, launch vehicle
performance, trajectory analysis etc. which are performed on different engineering analysis tools. Because this exercise is multidisciplinary in nature, the issues arising during the design of one system do not exist in isolation, but feed upon other systems as well. This problem is solved iteratively until multiple cross dependent parameters are satisfied. Therefore, the utilization of model-based approach becomes critical in this scenario towards performing rapid mission analysis for different architectures including multiple engine thrust class for trade space exploration.

Physics based models have traditionally been used to perform analysis for in-space transportation system over the decades to validate system level designs. However, one of the mission design problem which needs to be addressed is integrating dependencies of individual state-of-the-art analytical models with the systems engineering models. Due to the technical constraints involving multiple systems for a high precision interplanetary mission requirements, there is a need to model a systems engineering environment to integrate analytical models for a single source of truth across all modules. The conceptual in-space transportation system design process consists of a variety of disciplines making up a system level design problem. The process during the conceptual phase includes the following [70]:

- Specification of requirements based on mission classification.
- Design of in-space propulsion system.
• End-to-end mission trajectory calculation based on the designed propulsion system.

• Estimation of mass and dimensions of the propulsion system and spacecraft.

• Feedback from the results from the analytical models for optimization and modification of the overall system to meet mission requirements.

The development of systems engineering model in this document is inspired by the Harmony integrated systems and software development process [71]. The Harmony process is similar to the “Vee” lifestyle development model which includes subsets as Harmony-SE and Harmony-SWE [72]. The Harmony-SE consists of the system architecture baseline description which includes requirement analysis and system analysis and design. The Harmony-SWE consists software implementation, module integration and system acceptance process. For the scope of this thesis, systems architecture baseline processes have been included which includes process elements as requirement analysis and architectural design using the developed structure modules.

As seen in Figure 3.3, the systems engineering model consists of modules as a design structure matrix or an N2 diagram. These modules are mission classification, spacecraft, NTP system, launch vehicle and cost. The vertical arrows are represented as inputs and the horizontal arrows represent outputs. The mission classification is the first module which provides the initial input parameters. The module specifies the mission type such as discovery, new frontiers or flagship class planetary science mission. Depending upon the mission type and
science objectives derived from the planetary science and astrobiology decadal survey the mission classification module also defines if the robotic mission will be a flyby, rendezvous or a round-trip mission. The output from the mission classification module is then used in the form of mission requirements to the modules mentioned in the waterfall sequence. The spacecraft module determines the spacecraft specifications such as dimensions, dry mass and the onboard chemical propellant requirements depending upon the $\Delta V$ requirements for the selected architecture. These parameters are approximated based on the historical trend for the spacecraft development under the NASA’s planetary science division as discussed in the section 2.1.1. In general, referring to the data set from the Figure 2.2 spacecraft dry mass of over 2.5 mT for gas giant missions and 1.5 mT for ice giant mission can be categorized under the flagship class missions and spacecraft dry mass of about 2 mT and 1 mT for gas giant and ice giant rendezvous missions respectively can be categorized under the new frontiers class mission.

The design of NTP system consists of the engine system and propellant tank specifications. The module requirements are derived from the outputs of the mission classification and spacecraft modules. The details of NTP system analytical model is discussed in section 3.4. The launch vehicle module ensures that the overall NTP system and spacecraft mass and its dimensions are within the requirements of the available launch vehicles. Finally, the last module of the systems engineering model is cost estimation. In the document, the mission cost is determined as a function of spacecraft dry mass plus the launch vehicle cost. Considering the NTP system is currently in the development phase, the
cost estimate of the propulsion system is beyond the scope of this thesis. Due to the cost cap requirements the planetary science missions to the outer planets are designed for the new frontiers and the flagship class mission and only commercial launch vehicles such as SpaceX Falcon Heavy, United Launch Alliance (ULA) Vulcan Heavy and Blue Origin New Glenn are considered for the mission analysis. The technical feasibility of the final architecture is determined based on the output metrics defined which are mission sensitivity for departure orbit, NTP system performance, IMLEO, trip-time and cost.

**Figure 3.3:** Systems Engineering model described as an N2 diagram which includes modules that drive the robotic mission formulation.

### 3.2.1 Systems Engineering Structure and Requirements Model

An architectural framework of the systems engineering model is developed to describe the cohesive set of elements, properties and constraints of the system.
Each element properties and constraints are connected via a single repository of the structure model in order to have a single source of truth to evaluate the overall mission architecture. This approach also allows for rapid changes in the architecture which is a typical need during the early phase of the mission formulation. Figure 3.4 shows the structure model consisting of architecture elements for mission formulation phase using the NTP system. The information contained in the elements of the structure model are assigned with the relationship to the overall mission model. The parent elements of the structure model includes the description of the propulsion system, mission types, targeted planetary body and mission enterprise details such as spacecraft specifications, trajectory details and launch vehicle constraints. Accordingly, the child elements include propulsion system parameters such as engine performance, propellant requirement and tank constraints for targeted mission using expendable or non-expendable configurations. The described framework makes it easy to add elements depending on the mission profile to evaluate multiple architectures.

The description of mission requirements diagram for robotic rendezvous mission can be seen in Figure 3.5. The mission design requirements are divided into functional, performance and physical requirements. The functional and performance requirements include NTP engine and reactor requirements through which the total engine run time and maximum propellant requirements are derived. The $\Delta V$ and propellant requirements are derived using the initial patched conic analysis calculations for a direct transfer trajectory. LEO parking orbit constraints are determined based on the minimum required altitude for the final-
end-of-life storage and beyond maximum internationally deployed objects and debris belt in LEO. The physical requirements are based on the spacecraft and NTP system configuration and commercial launch vehicle compatibility.

### 3.2.2 Integrated Modeling Environment

Once the role of MBSE application for the mission analysis was decided, the next step was to work on the current available MBSE capabilities to develop the system model. The first task involved capturing the top level system model description in Systems Modeling Language (SysML) Block Definition Diagram. Following the structure model development, the SysML requirements model is developed for each element of the structure defining capability or constraints that must be satisfied. The system modeling environment utilizes SysML/MagicDraw plugin from Dassault Systems to develop the descriptive models of the mission concepts. For analytical models, Matlab, Systems Tool Kit and Excel are used to perform the launch vehicle, NTP system performance and trajectory analysis as per the simulation settings and constraints. Figure 3.6 shows the complete cycle of the integrated modeling environment which begins with the requirements as defined according to the mission classification modules for each elements. The system descriptive model is then updated as per the preferred architecture for the robotic mission. The results from the launch vehicle and NTP system performance are then used to converge the spacecraft trajectory involving Earth departure phase, interplanetary transfer phase and planetary capture phase for the rendezvous mission. The results from the analytical models once the mission
has closed are then exported to the data explorer to perform trade space exploration to determine the optimum NTP engine parameters and architecture for the selected mission. The results are then exported via Ansys ModelCenter to update the descriptive model and for validation against the requirements defined in the SysML system model. The described modeling environment allows for a consistent design along with mitigation of any missing requirements. This approach also allows traceability of the elements in each module, allowing the user to view large information of subsystem parameters in a single model repository.
Figure 3.4: Elements of structure model for mission design framework [73].
Figure 3.5: Mission requirements diagram for NTP powered rendezvous missions [74].

Figure 3.6: Integrated modeling environment.
3.3 NTP System Analytical Models

3.3.1 Engine Model

The NTP engine model developed by D. Nikitaev at the University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH) has been used for the point design studies [75]. The engine model was developed in reference to the Aerojet Rocketdyne Power Balance Model (AR-PBM) 5.7 [76]. The AR-PBM 5.7 NTP engine uses ceramic fuel element and has reactor power of 330 MW with 15 klbf of thrust and 900 s of specific impulse. The UAH NTP 330 MW engine model was bench marked against the AR-PBM 5.7 and resulted with error margin of within 2% [77]. Figure 3.7 shows the detailed flow schematic of the AR-PBM 5.7 engine model in 22 steps starting with hydrogen release from the propellant tank to the exit from the nozzle. The engine performance including transient states (startup and shutdown) states for thrust, specific impulse and reactor power can be seen in figures 3.8. The details on engine startup and shutdown transient states are further described in the Appendix B.

For trade space exploration to determine the optimum engine performance with respect to thrust and specific impulse a constant thrust and specific impulse model was implemented. This was due to the fact that the use of engine transient states in the point design studies did not impact the mission performance parameters such as trip time, $\Delta V$ and engine run time duration significantly.
Figure 3.7: Aerojet Rocketdyne NTP engine schematic (Adapted from AR PBM 5.7[76]).
Figure 3.8: UAH NTP 330 MW engine performance parameters for thrust, specific impulse and reactor power.
3.3.2 Propellant Tank MER Analysis

It is imperative to include the realistic propellant tank calculations early in the mission design process to minimize the performance risk later in the design period. The propellant tank model used on this document involves determining Mass Estimating Relations for a LH2 propellant tank MERs with respect to its volume and mass. The first step in designing the tank is to have the total LH2 requirement for the mission which is in turn determined from the total $\Delta V$ requirement including $\Delta V$ losses. The MERs for the tank include the 3% ullage volume and cryogenic insulation mass. Using the propellant tank regression data as shown in Figure 3.9, the LH2 tank volume and cryogenic insulation MERs can be calculated as:

$$M_{LH2, Tank}(kg) = 9.09 V_{LH2}(m^3) \quad (3.1)$$

$$M_{LH2, Insulation}(kg) = 2.88 A_{tank}(kg/m^2). \quad (3.2)$$

The final calculated propellant mass fraction is at 0.85 which is comparable to the tanks used in the large upper stage launch vehicles.
Figure 3.9: Propellant tank regression data [78].
3.3.3 Trajectory Analysis

The spacecraft’s equation of motion in orbit can be determined using Newton’s laws of motion. We know Newton’s second law as,

\[ \frac{d(mv)}{dt} = \sum F_{\text{ext}}, \]

where \( m \) is the total mass of the spacecraft, \( v \) is the spacecraft’s velocity, \( t \) is time and \( F_{\text{ext}} \) is total external forces. Solving the above equation for two body problem with perturbations gives,

\[ \frac{d^2 r}{dt^2} = -\frac{\mu}{r^3} r + f_p, \]

where \( \mu \) is called as gravitational parameter and \( f_p \) is the sum of all perturbing acceleration including central body direct non spherical perturbation, direct third body point mass perturbation, indirect third body point mass perturbation, spacecraft thrust atmospheric drag and solar radiation pressure perturbation.

The orbit propagators are used to determine the motion of the spacecraft over a period of time. With the implementation of Newton’s laws, the trajectory of the spacecraft can be determined based on its initial state and the perturbing forces acting on the spacecraft. There are three different types of orbit propagation techniques namely, numerical integration [79], analytical [80] and semianalytical [81, 82, 83].

The analytical propagation method approximates the spacecraft’s ephemeris using only the initial state of the spacecraft and time. The central body for the
spacecraft is always considered as a point mass. Some of the models include the J2 perturbations (effect of asymmetry in Earth’s gravitational field) and J4 perturbations (effect of Earth’s oblateness) and simple atmospheric drag model. These propagators are also known as low fidelity propagators due to inaccuracies when the model propagates for a longer period of time. These are best used to determine a spacecraft’s trajectory around Earth to track and communicate without having to maneuver the spacecraft.

The semianalytical propagation method provides more accuracy than the analytical propagation technique. It uses numerical methods with less approximations to determine spacecraft’s trajectory. These propagators are also known as medium fidelity propagators. Draper Semianalytic Satellite Theory (DSST) orbit propagator can be categorized under semianalytical propagators which is used for maneuver planning of spacecraft in Earth’s orbit and maintain space object catalog [84, 85]. The semianalytical propagators available in STK are Long term Orbit Predictor (LOP) and SGP4 for non-LEO satellites.

The numerical propagators are the most accurate when compared with the analytical and semianalytical propagation techniques. Thus, they are also known as high fidelity orbit propagators. These propagators typically use all the forces acting on spacecraft to determine the realistic trajectory. Numerical propagators are used for spacecraft operations and studies which involve high accuracy analysis. STK Astrogator module includes high fidelity numerical propagators namely known as High Precision Orbit Propagator (HPOP). The trajectory analysis presented in this document uses STK Astrogator module using HPOP.
STK’s Astrogator propagator analysis module is intended to design and analyze spacecraft trajectories and orbital maneuvers. The astrogator module executes the Mission Control Sequence (MCS) designed by the user which calculates the spacecraft’s ephemeris. The capabilities of astrogator other than orbit propagation also includes modeling impulsive and finite maneuver of the engine model. The algorithm used for the interplanetary trajectory uses numerical integration using cowell’s formulation with variation of parameters for orbit propagation. Gravitational and atmospheric models of the planetary bodies are used from the available data from NASA JPL. The trajectory constraints and targeting methods include differential corrector which allows the user to determine the values of the control parameters for satisfy the mission requirements. The user interface and mission control segments available in the Astrogator analysis module are described in detail in Appendix C.
3.4 Design Reference Missions

A well defined Design Reference Mission (DRM) is critical to the development of a space mission concept [86]. The DRMs are to be defined in such a way that it addresses the science and technical objectives as defined by the scientific and engineering community. In this document, the DRMs are selected around the technical objectives of the NTP systems that help to clearly articulate the propulsion system performance for the NASA’s planetary science missions program. The DRMs are used to provide the traceability from the NTP performance objectives to the mission requirements and can be used to examine the options and implications of the observations such as identifying the solution space of the propulsion system. To help answer the Research Questions, the DRMs are divided into two categories (i) Point design reference missions and (ii) Design reference mission trade tree.

3.4.1 Point Design Reference Missions

The point design reference missions were identified in order to answer Research Question #1. Figure 3.10 shows the DRM matrix to demonstrate the performance of NTP system towards enabling missions to the outer solar system. The goal of the point design missions is to demonstrate the enhanced capability of NTP for robotic missions to the outer planets and compare the performance with the missions using traditional propulsion systems. For even comparison with
the actual and conceptual missions using traditional propulsion system the target
destinations of all four outer planets were considered for rendezvous missions.

The selected mission architecture for the interplanetary missions uses ex-
pendable mission mode configuration which consists of NTP injection stage and
spacecraft. The NTP injection which consists of an NTP engine system and LH2
propellant tank is used during the Earth departure phase. Type-I direct transfer
and Hohmann transfer trajectories are considered for missions to the gas giant
(Jupiter, Saturn) and ice giant (Uranus, Neptune) systems. The Planetary Or-
bit Insertion (POI) is performed using storable chemical propulsion system. The
UAH NTP 330 MW engine model is used to analyse the finite maneuver analysis
during the Earth departure phase. Further details on the mission architecture,
performance and its comparison with traditional missions to the outer planets is
discussed in Chapter 4.
Figure 3.10: Point design reference missions to the outer planets using NTP system.
3.4.2 Design Reference Mission Trade Tree

The design reference mission trades to determine the enabling architecture and optimum NTP engine parameters for robotic missions to the outer planet destinations is illustrated in Figure 3.11. Jupiter and Neptune were each selected mission for trades among the gas giant and ice giant planets. The mission architecture and engine trades to the Jupiter is critical to be analyzed for two reasons (i) robotic missions to the Jupiter system has been one of the preferred destination by the scientific community to explore not just the gas giant planets but also its moons such as Europa, Callisto and Io etc. and (ii) for missions beyond the 5 AU distances, Jupiter also acts as the preferred choice to be used for the gravity assist maneuver. The second destination of Neptune system was considered primarily due to is vast distance and being the farthest plant in the solar system and has traditionally been a challenge to realize a mission using chemical/ SEP systems. The planetary mission categories of both new frontiers and flagship class were included in the mission trades. All three possible interplanetary trajectories (direct fast transfer, gravity assist and Hohmann transfers) were considered for mission using NTP system for Earth departure. Unlike for point design, both chemical and NTP system was traded for planetary orbit insertion maneuvers. Earth departure from nuclear safe orbit of beyond 1000 km circular to 2000 km circular altitude was included in the analysis perform the sensitivity analysis of the NTP performance based on the departure orbits. Constant thrust and specific impulse NTP engine model is used in the DRM with thrust range from 5 klbf to
30 klbf and specific impulse range from 850 sec to 900 sec. Mass and payload volume constraints with respect to the commercial heavy lift launch vehicle have been included in the analysis. Results on the NTP engine trades and mission architectures are described in detail in Chapter 5.

Figure 3.11: NTP key design reference mission trades for missions to the outer planets.

3.5 Model Validation

The development of Spacecraft Integrated System Model (SISM) which includes the systems engineering model and analytical models of subsystems for mission formulation described in this chapter provides the ability to create the digital test bed on which the research questions of this dissertation may be answered. The developed SISM represent a significant contribution to the community focused on space mission formulation and NTP system development.
The systems engineering model was validated during and after the integration of the structure and requirements model by demonstrating NTP demo mission which involved increasing the orbit of the spacecraft in LEO [87]. Another NTP mission for a lunar rendezvous mission was implemented to validate the requirements model against the actual mission parameters outputs [88].

The analytical model of NTP engine ‘UAH NTP 330 MW’ has already been verified against the benchmark Aerojet Rocketdyne AR-PBM 5.7 which in comparison had error margin of less than 1% for 20 of the 22 states and under 4% for the remaining two states. The constant thrust and specific impulse engine model for trade space exploration relies on the rocket equation, propellant mass subtractions for every delta time interval. Due to the simplicity of the model basic calculations were deemed sufficient to verify the model against the literature. The propellant tank mass estimation model is derived from the equations presented in the section 3.3.2 and the available tank regression data. The final results including the tank mass fraction are compared with the historical liquid hydrogen Earth departure stages [89]. The calculated propellant mass fraction of 0.85 is within the required range of 0.8-0.9. The trajectory analysis involved initial estimation using patched conic analysis which is performed using the equations available in the literature. For, high-fidelity trajectory analysis including the finite maneuver analysis the trajectory design is performed using the STK software with details of the algorithms used having been explained in the section 3.3.3 and Appendix C. Finally, the finite maneuver analysis model used in the mission analysis has been validated with results from the literature on engine burn duration for lunar
and Mars mission [90]. The same model was then used for mission analysis with results published in the peer review journals AIAA JSR and ANS NT [74, 91].

3.6 Quantifiable Figures of Merit for Engine Trades

The NTP system has mostly been projected and compared with other propulsion systems with its 900 sec specific impulse capability and poor thrust to weight ratios. However, the relative advantages of a propulsion system should not be ascertained by using only two parameters. Multiple quantifiable figures of merit are to be determined for robotic missions to the outer planets using NTP system. The figures of merit required to answer the research questions are identified based on the vehicle and system level parameters which will impact the capability of the system either adversely or favourably in enabling the planetary science missions. The figures of merit used in this study have been derived based on the Exploration Systems Mission Directorate strategy to task to technology development approach [92] and discussed in Appendix D. The following performance factors are identified which would be most significant towards determining the optimum engine parameters and architectures for missions to the outer solar system:

- Initial Mass in Low Earth Orbit (IMLEO) vs engine thrust.
- Departure $\Delta V$ vs engine thrust.
- Engine run time to achieve the departure $\Delta V$ including losses.
- Spacecraft mass delivered vs trip time.
Along with the above performance parameters, sensitivity analysis of specific impulse and departure orbit will also be needed to be performed to determine the performance of the propulsion system at the NTP system level.

3.7 Chapter Summary

This chapter introduces the coupled systems engineering model using MBSE approach and the analytical models for evaluation of the NTP system parameters. The overall systems engineering architectural model consist of structure and requirements model which is integrated with the domain engineering analysis models. The systems engineering model described in the N2 format comprises of modules which are mission classification, spacecraft, NTP system, launch vehicle and cost. These modules are integrated in a waterfall sequence but with each module having the input and output parameters connected with the other modules. The integration of systems engineering model with the analytical model is described in section 3.2.2 which consists of five steps to perform mission analysis and trade space exploration. An existing analytical model of the NTP engine is used to perform the point design study and analyse the impact of engine transient states in the overall $\Delta V$ capability. Analytical models of propellant tank, trajectory design and launch vehicle performance are modelled using the mathematical relations described in section 3.3.

The DRM trade tree to answer the research questions is presented in the section 3.4 which includes the DRM for point design reference mission to perform the NTP powered mission analysis to the outer planets and eventually compare
the overall mission parameters with traditional propulsion systems. The DRM trade tree in section 3.4.2 will be used to determine the optimum engine parameters and mission architectures which fits within the NASA’s planetary science missions program. Finally, section 3.5 and 3.6 discuss the model validation approach for the systems and analytical models implemented in the dissertation and quantifiable figures of merit to perform engine trades.
Chapter 4. Point Design Studies

Chapter 3 described the overall model integration and execution approach for Spacecraft Integrated System Model which includes the systems engineering architecture models and domain engineering analysis models. The systems engineering model and its output metrics for the selected DRMs can assess the NTP system performance required to answer the research questions. This chapter starts with assessing the standalone commercial launch vehicle performance for a direct insertion capability to the gas giant planets and comparison with NTP system being used as an injection stage with the standalone commercial launch vehicle. Point design study results for the selected reference missions to the outer planets (Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune) as described in the chapter 3 are presented in the section 4.3 and 4.4.

4.1 Direct Spacecraft Injection Performance

Determining the direct spacecraft injection performance primarily means calculating the $C_3$ versus payload mass of the propulsion system. This calculation is performed for the most efficient transfer orbit in order to maximize the payload delivery mass thereby requiring the use of Hohmann transfer between the Earth
and the destination celestial body. The first step is to determine the hyperbolic excess velocity by:

\[
V_\infty = \sqrt{\frac{\mu_{\text{sun}}}{R_{\text{Earth}}}} \left( \sqrt{\frac{2R_D}{R_E + R_D}} - 1 \right), \tag{4.1}
\]

where \( V_\infty \) is the hyperbolic excess velocity, \( \mu_{\text{sun}} \) is the gravitational parameter of the Sun, \( R_{\text{Earth}} \) and \( R_D \) is the heliocentric orbital radii of the Earth and the destination planet.

Using the \( V_\infty \), the characteristic energy required to reach the destination planet can be calculated as:

\[
C_3 = V_\infty^2. \tag{4.2}
\]

The \( \Delta V \) needed to for the mission from Earth parking orbit can be calculated as:

\[
\Delta V = V_c \left( \sqrt{2 + \left( \frac{V_\infty}{V_c} \right)^2} - 1 \right), \tag{4.3}
\]

where \( V_c \) is the velocity on the Earth parking orbit which can be calculated as:

\[
V_c = \sqrt{\frac{\mu_{\text{Earth}}}{R_{\text{Earth}} + R_{\text{altitude}}}}, \tag{4.4}
\]

where \( R_{\text{Earth}} \) is the radius of the Earth and \( R_{\text{altitude}} \) is the altitude of the spacecraft’s from the surface of the Earth on LEO.
The gravitational loss estimation can be shown in the specific energy equation as:

\[ e = \frac{1}{2} V^2 + \int_0^s g_d \, ds, \quad (4.5) \]

where ‘d’ is the distance along the trajectory:

\[ de = V \, dV + g_d \, ds \quad (4.6) \]

using the trajectory equation, the gravity loss estimation by subtracting the real velocity increase from the ideal velocity increase can be shown as:

\[ dG = -I_{sp}g_0V \frac{dm}{m} \int_0^t g_d \, dt. \quad (4.7) \]

The propellant required for the trans-planetary injection can be calculated as:

\[ \frac{\Delta m}{m} = 1 - e^{-\frac{\Delta V}{I_{sp} \cdot g_0}} \quad (4.8) \]

\[ \Delta m = m_0 - m_f, \quad (4.9) \]

where \( m_0 \) is the initial mass (wet), \( m_f \) is the final mass (dry). The final dry mass includes the NTP system mass and the spacecraft mass.

Finally, the time of flight for the transfer orbit can be calculated as:

\[ ToF = \pi \sqrt{\frac{a^3}{\mu_{\text{sun}}}}, \quad (4.10) \]
where ‘a’ is the semi-major axis of the transfer orbit.

Using the described method, the performance of NTP system optimized for deep space mission is determined and compared with the standalone heavy lift and super-heavy lift launch vehicles. The payload vs $C_3$ data for commercial launchers is referenced from the open literature and the performance of NASA’s Space Launch System (SLS) is referenced from the SLS mission planner’s guide [93, 94]. Figure 4.1 shows the $C_3$ curve of the Vulcan Centaur, Vulcan Heavy, SLS Block 1 and NTP using Vulcan Heavy configuration for $C_3$ energy of 10 to 100 $km^2/s^2$. Among all the launchers, SLS Block 1 has the highest performance for missions to Mars which requires $C_3$ energy of about 10 $km^2/s^2$. However, with increase in the energy requirements for missions to the outer planets the payload delivery capability reduces significantly. Missions to Jupiter and Saturn require $C_3$ energy of about 80 and 100 $km^2/s^2$ respectively. The NTP injection stage using Vulcan Heavy configuration is capable of delivering spacecraft mass of 6,237 kg to Jupiter and 4,882 kg to Saturn. Table 4.1 shows the payload delivery capability for rendezvous mission to Mars, Jupiter and Saturn which require $C_3$ energy in the range of 10, 80 and 100 $km^2/s^2$ respectively.
Figure 4.1: Useful payload mass vs characteristic energy of standalone launch vehicle and NTP injection stage.

Table 4.1: Useful payload system mass for missions to Mars and beyond.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Destination</th>
<th>SLS Block 1 (kg)</th>
<th>NTP + Vulcan Heavy Configuration (kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mars</td>
<td>21,800</td>
<td>10,909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jupiter</td>
<td>5,600</td>
<td>6,237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturn</td>
<td>3,600</td>
<td>4,882</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2 Mission Concept of Operations

The mission design objectives for the point design study were to enable a flagship or a new frontiers class mission to the Gas and Ice giant planets in a direct transfer trajectory. The analysis addresses the mass and launch vehicle challenges for NTP-powered robotic missions. The high level mission design guidelines are:

- Trajectory search for launch between 2025-2034.
- Total trip time of no more than 6 years for Gas giant missions and 13 years for Ice giant missions.
- NTP system and spacecraft to be launched using a single commercial launch vehicle.
- Use of a single NTP engine with baseline thrust of 15 klbf and an \( I_{sp} \) of 900 s.
- Comply with the nuclear safe orbit requirements in the LEO.

The vehicle design is based on expendable mission mode, which consists of a spacecraft and an NTP injection stage as illustrated in Figure 4.2. The NTP injection stage consists of an NTP engine system and \( LH_2 \) propellant tank. The NTP injection stage is used for spacecraft injection with sufficient \( C_3 \) energy and plane change for direct transfer to the destination planet.

The NTP engine baseline for this study has the capability to produce 15 klbf of thrust and a steady-state vacuum specific impulse of 900 s. To produce
these baseline performance parameters, the nozzle area ratio is 300:1, the maximum fuel temperature is 2800 K, and the reactor power is 323 MW. The engine thrust-to-weight (T/W) ratio and nozzle exit diameter are 2.65 and 1.85 m, respectively. These NTP system parameters used in this study are summarized in Table 4.2 and are obtained from NASA’s low-enriched uranium NTP project published reports [95, 96, 34]. The dry mass estimates of the propellant tank are performed using the method described in the section 3.3.2.

The payload fairing (PLF) constraints of the commercial launch vehicles considered in the point designs and the NTP spacecraft requirement for Jupiter rendezvous mission is provided in Table 4.3.

The initial parking orbit of the spacecraft is considered to be circular at an altitude of 1000-2000 km with 28.5 deg inclination. The selected parking orbit complies with the minimum required altitude for final end-of-life storage and is also beyond the maximum internationally deployed objects and debris belt in LEO which is between the altitude of 600 km to 900 km [57]. The trajectory
Table 4.2: Nuclear thermal propulsion system parameters [95].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thrust</td>
<td>66723.32 N (15klbf)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific impulse (vac.)</td>
<td>900 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nozzle area ratio</td>
<td>300:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTP engine T/W</td>
<td>2.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactor PWR</td>
<td>323 MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$LH_2$ mass flow rate</td>
<td>7.56 kg/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Launch vehicle spacecraft encapsulation capability [97, 98].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicle</th>
<th>PLF diameter (m)</th>
<th>PLF length (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vulcan Heavy (ULA)</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>21.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Glenn (Blue Origin)</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>21.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTP spacecraft requirement</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>20.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

design of the NTP vehicle and spacecraft starting from low Earth parking orbit to the target planet was divided into three phases. The first phase consists of Earth escape phase. During the Earth escape phase, spacecraft departs from low Earth parking orbit using its onboard NTP powered system. The thrust vectors are specified in cartesian axes in order to provide the departure $\Delta V$ and plane change with respect to the destination planet. The second phase of the spacecraft
is the coasting phase. During this phase, heliocentric propagator is used without any active propulsion system to determine the spacecraft’s expected trajectory. A Deep Space Maneuver (DSM) is utilized during the heliocentric transfer so that the spacecraft’s arrival constraints for the Planetary Orbit Insertion (POI) can be converged. The spacecraft is then separated from the NTP injection stage and is discarded after the DSM maneuver. Using the NTP injection stage for only TPI and DSM eliminates the complexities of long term LH2 propellant storage and reduces stage thermal protection system. The last phase consists of planetary capture and orbital insertion phase. During this phase the spacecraft’s onboard chemical propulsion system is utilized to reduce the spacecraft’s heliocentric velocity and successfully perform the POI to achieve targeted orbit around Jupiter. A high-thrust apogee engine with a thrust capability of 1100 N and $I_{sp}$ of 323 s is used for orbit insertion calculations [99]. High-eccentric near polar orbit around the target planet is targeted during the analysis which is usually preferred for planetary science missions. The summary of each trajectory segment between the maneuver phases is given in Table 4.4 and the graphical Earth to Jupiter trajectory is shown in Figure 4.3.

4.3 Rendezvous Mission to the Gas Giant System

4.3.1 Jupiter Rendezvous Mission

The total wet mass of the spacecraft is for a flagship class Jupiter rendezvous mission is estimated to be at 4,350 kg of which 2,300 kg is allocated for
Figure 4.3: Mission concept: NTP powered expendable mission mode Earth to Jupiter rendezvous trajectory.

Table 4.4: Required maneuvers during trajectory segments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trajectory phase</th>
<th>Maneuvers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low Earth parking orbit</td>
<td>Trans-planetary injection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heliocentric phase</td>
<td>Deep Space Maneuver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planetary capture</td>
<td>Planetary orbit insertion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Captured orbit</td>
<td>Period reduction maneuver</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the spacecraft flight system bus and science payloads, and 2,050 kg of storable propellant is used for planetary orbit insertion and trajectory correction maneuvers during the science phases. The dry mass estimates of the orbiter are derived from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) mission concept studies to the gas giant planet system [100, 101]. The propellant tank sizing is cylindrical, which has a length of 9.4 m and diameter of 5.0 m. Based on the spacecraft mass esti-
mates and required \( LH_2 \) propellant calculation, the total initial wet mass of the NTP injection stage and the spacecraft in LEO is estimated to be 21.76 metric tons. The total NTP injection stage length is 16.53 m, which includes a 6.63 m long NTP engine, 9.4 m long \( LH_2 \) tank, and interstage between the NTP engine and \( LH_2 \) tank of 0.5 m. The dimensions of the orbiter are estimated to be 3.5 m in length and 3.5 m in width along with a 0.5-m-long interstage between the \( LH_2 \) tank and payload. This makes the total length of the spacecraft to be 20.53 m, which is within the payload fairing limits of future commercial launchers in development such as United Launch Alliance’s (ULA’s) Vulcan Heavy and Blue Origin’s New Glenn.

**Table 4.5:** NTP vehicle mass breakdown for the Jupiter rendezvous mission.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicle</th>
<th>Mass (kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NTP engine</td>
<td>2,560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tank dry mass</td>
<td>2,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spacecraft flight system bus and payload</td>
<td>2,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spacecraft onboard chemical propellant</td>
<td>2,050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( LH_2 ) propellant (with 3% ullage volume)</td>
<td>12,650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total ‘wet’ mass at launch</td>
<td>21,760</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
• Earth Escape Phase

The duration of the NTP engine burn for trans-Jupiter injection (TJI) maneuver is 26.2 min, which provides a $\Delta V$ of 7 km/s and uses 11,904 kg of $LH_2$ fuel. The thrust vectors are along the velocity vector in Velocity-Normal-Co-normal (VNC) (Earth) reference frame, and the maneuver direction is updated during the burn. The spacecraft orbital parameters at the beginning and end of the TJI are provided in Table 6. Figure 5 shows the spacecraft $C_3$ energy during the TJI maneuver.

Table 4.6: Spacecraft orbital parameters during the TJI maneuver.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Beginning of maneuver</th>
<th>End of maneuver</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ephimeris</td>
<td>08 Sept 2025 10:00:00</td>
<td>08 Sept 2025 10:26:14 UTCG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right Asc. (deg.)</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>32.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decl. (deg.)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>28.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>$ Earth inertial (km)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inc. (deg.)</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>28.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_3 \ (km^2/\text{sec}^2)$</td>
<td>-54.02</td>
<td>86.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

• Coasting Phase and DSM

The coasting phase of the spacecraft begins after the TJI maneuver and is during the heliocentric transfer of the spacecraft. The only maneuver needed during this phase is the DSM, which is used to perform the plane change of
the spacecraft with respect to the arrival conditions at Jupiter. The DSM is separated between two coasting phases. The first coasting phase before the DSM has a duration of 100 days, and the second coasting phase after the DSM is 665.5 days. The NTP burn duration for the DSM is 98 s, which uses 741 kg of LH2 fuel. The thrust vectors during the maneuver are defined with respect to VNC Earth axes, which are defined to be at -0.17 (velocity), -0.98 (normal), and -0.08 (conormal), respectively. After the completion of the DSM, the NTP injection stage is separated from the spacecraft, which continues on to Jupiter. The stopping conditions were defined based on the equality constraints of declination and right ascension at the perijove.

- **Planetary Capture and Orbit Insertion Phase**

  The planetary capture and orbital insertion phase of the spacecraft is the Jupiter orbit insertion (JOI) maneuver, using the orbiter’s onboard chemical propulsion system. The $\Delta V$ magnitude needed for targeted capture orbit
is 1 km/s and is achieved by having a burn duration of 56.7 min using a chemical propulsion system. The spacecraft thrust vectors are aligned along the anti-velocity vector, and the direction is updated during the maneuver. The total fuel used during the burn is 1200 kg. The spacecraft orbital parameters during the JOI are mentioned in Table 7. At the completion of the JOI maneuver, the final captured orbit around Jupiter has a period of 48.5 days with an eccentricity of 0.96. The final spacecraft mass delivered to Jupiter is 3,169 kg, which includes 900 kg of fuel for orbit corrections during the science phase of the mission, which has been estimated based on the tour design of NASA’s Juno mission [102]. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the spacecraft heliocentric and captured orbit trajectories.

Table 4.7: Spacecraft orbital parameters during JOI maneuver.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Beginning of maneuver</th>
<th>End of maneuver</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ephemeris</td>
<td>12 Oct 2027 05:00:00 UTCG</td>
<td>12 Oct 2025 05:56:40 UTCG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right Asc. (deg.)</td>
<td>123.9</td>
<td>106.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decl. (deg.)</td>
<td>-11.25</td>
<td>36.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>$ Jupiter inertial (km)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inc. (deg.)</td>
<td>107.5</td>
<td>107.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.5: Spacecraft E-J heliocentric trajectory.

Figure 4.6: Spacecraft captured orbit around Jupiter.
4.3.2 Saturn Rendezvous Mission

For the Saturn rendezvous mission in order to deliver the spacecraft at a distance of 9.5 AU the spacecraft dry mass and onboard chemical propellant for orbit insertion are optimized. The total spacecraft mass is constrained to 3,900 kg, which includes 2,100 kg of dry mass. The NTP injection stage and spacecraft mass breakdown are described in Table 4.8.

Table 4.8: NTP vehicle mass breakdown for the Saturn rendezvous mission.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicle</th>
<th>Mass (kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NTP engine</td>
<td>2,560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tank dry mass</td>
<td>2,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spacecraft flight system bus and payload</td>
<td>2,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spacecraft onboard chemical propellant</td>
<td>1,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$LH_2$ propellant (with 3% ullage volume)</td>
<td>12,650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total ‘wet’ mass at launch</td>
<td>21,310</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Earth Escape Phase**

The duration of the NTP engine burn for the trans-Saturn injection (TSI) maneuver is 27.34 min, which provides a $\Delta V$ of 7.7 km/s and uses $LH_2$ fuel of 12,404 kg. The spacecraft orbital parameters at the beginning and end of the TSI are provided in Table 4.9. Figure 4.7 shows the spacecraft $C_3$ energy during the TSI maneuver.
Table 4.9: Spacecraft orbital parameters during the TSI maneuver.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Beginning of maneuver</th>
<th>End of maneuver</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ephemeris</td>
<td>20 Jul 2029 09:00:00 UTCG</td>
<td>20 Jul 2029 19:27:20 UTCG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right Asc. (deg.)</td>
<td>232.84</td>
<td>334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decl. (deg.)</td>
<td>-12.05</td>
<td>-6.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>$ Earth inertial (km)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inc. (deg.)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_3$ ($km^2/sec^2$)</td>
<td>-54.02</td>
<td>104.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Coasting Phase and DSM**

  The total coasting phase of the spacecraft is 4.67 years. The DSM is performed three months after the TSI maneuver. An NTP injection stage is used for the DSM burn. The stopping conditions for the burn were defined based on the equality constraints of declination and right ascension at the perikrone. The NTP burn duration for DSM is 32 s, which uses about 243 kg of $LH_2$ fuel. The thrust vectors during the maneuver are defined with respect to VNC Earth axes, which are defined to be at -3.15 (velocity), -0.78 (normal), and -0.62 (conormal), respectively.

- **Planetary Capture and Orbit Insertion Phase**

  The Saturn orbit insertion (SOI) maneuver is performed using the spacecraft onboard chemical propulsion system. The $\Delta V$ needed for the targeted
Figure 4.7: Spacecraft $C_3$ energy during the TSI maneuver.

captured orbit is 0.93 km/s and is achieved by having a burn duration of 48 min using a chemical propulsion system. The spacecraft thrust vectors are aligned along the anti-velocity vector, and the direction is updated during the maneuver. The total fuel used during the burn is about 1,000 kg. The spacecraft orbital parameters during the SOI are summarized in Table 4.10.

Table 4.10: Spacecraft orbital parameters during SOI maneuver.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Beginning of maneuver</th>
<th>End of maneuver</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Right Asc. (deg.)</td>
<td>16.47</td>
<td>73.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decl. (deg.)</td>
<td>18.64</td>
<td>-5.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>$ Saturn inertial (km)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inc. (deg.)</td>
<td>25.23</td>
<td>25.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
At the completion of SOI maneuver, the spacecraft is captured in a highly eccentric orbit with an orbital period of 31.6 days and has final wet mass of 2,900 kg. The spacecraft mass includes about 800 kg of onboard chemical propellant for orbit correction during the science phase of the mission. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show the spacecraft heliocentric and captured orbit trajectories.

Figure 4.8: Spacecraft E-S heliocentric trajectory.
Figure 4.9: Spacecraft captured orbit around Saturn.
4.4 Rendezvous Mission to the Ice Giant System

The high energy requirements for missions to the Ice giant planets required optimization in NTP system and spacecraft design. The goal is to deliver a spacecraft with a minimum dry mass of over 1,000 kg in order to meet the planetary science missions program. The point design required the utilization of mass and volume capability of the commercial launcher down to the last kilo and cubic meter therefore the NTP system is designed to have the maximum propellant capability. The parking orbit of the vehicle was also raised to an altitude of 2,000 km which is within the capability of the launch vehicle considered. The higher parking orbit allows the spacecraft to be further away from the Earth’s gravity well thereby reducing the trans-planetary injection $\Delta V$ requirements when compared with the lower parking orbit. Multiple point designs were completed to the Ice giant planets and the one presented in this section distinctly demonstrates the capability of the NTP system when compared with the traditional propulsion system in order to answer the Research Question #1.

4.4.1 Uranus Rendezvous Mission

Using the expendable configuration of the NTP system, the total spacecraft wet mass for Uranus rendezvous mission is 2,500 kg. Table 4.11 mentions the NTP injection stage and spacecraft mass breakdown which shows the maximum possible $LH2$ propellant mass which can be used for the designed NTP system is at 14 mT thereby having a total ‘wet’ mass of 21.26 mT at launch.
Table 4.11: NTP vehicle mass breakdown for the Uranus rendezvous mission.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicle</th>
<th>Mass (kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NTP engine</td>
<td>2,560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tank dry mass</td>
<td>2,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spacecraft flight system bus and payload</td>
<td>1,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spacecraft onboard chemical propellant</td>
<td>1,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$LH_2$ propellant (with 3% ullage volume)</td>
<td>14,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total ‘wet’ mass at launch</td>
<td>21,260</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Earth Escape Phase**

  The total $\Delta V$ requirement for Uranus rendezvous mission is 9.483 km/s if which 9 km/s is imparted during the Trans-Uranus Injection (TNI) maneuver and the remaining at the DSM phase. The NTP engine run duration during the TNI maneuver is at 30 min and during the burn the total $LH_2$ propellant requirement is at 13.6 mT. Table 4.12 mentions the spacecraft orbital parameters during the TNI maneuver with Figure 4.10 displaying the the required $C_3$ energy achieved during the finite maneuver analysis.

- **Coasting Phase and DSM**

  The coasting phase of the spacecraft during the heliocentric transfer is for the duration of 7.97 years which also includes a TCM burn to point the spacecraft according to the planetary arrival constraints. The total $\Delta V$
Table 4.12: Spacecraft orbital parameters during the TUI maneuver.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Beginning of maneuver</th>
<th>End of maneuver</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ephemeris</td>
<td>20 Aug 2032 18:00:00 UTCG</td>
<td>20 Aug 2032 18:29:57 UTCG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right Asc. (deg.)</td>
<td>255.77</td>
<td>350.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decl. (deg.)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>28.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inc. (deg.)</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>28.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_3$ ($km^2/sec^2$)</td>
<td>-47.57</td>
<td>142.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

during the TCM is 483 m/s which uses LH2 propellant of 408 kg. The thrust vectors during the maneuver are defined with respect to Earth inertial axes, which are defined to be at -0.72 (velocity), 0.47 (normal), and 0.50 (conormal), respectively. Figure 4.11 shows the spacecraft’s Earth-Uranus type-1 heliocentric transfer trajectory.

- **Planetary Capture and Orbit Insertion Phase**

  The Uranus Orbit Insertion (UOI) maneuver is performed using the 1,100 N LEROS-4 chemical engines. The total $\Delta V$ needed to capture the spacecraft to the required orbit is 2.25 km/s. The higher capture $\Delta V$ requirement is due to the type-1 fast transfer trajectory which in this case has a heliocentric transfer of under 8 years. The engine burn duration during the UOI is at 61 min and uses 1271 kg of propellant. The thrust vector during the UOI are
actively controlled in order to achieve the net negative velocity vector. Table 4.13 mentions the spacecraft orbital parameters during the UOI maneuver.

Table 4.13: Spacecraft orbital parameters during UOI maneuver.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Beginning of maneuver</th>
<th>End of maneuver</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ephemeris</td>
<td>12 Aug 2040 01:30:52 UTCG</td>
<td>12 Aug 2040 02:31:52 UTCG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right Asc. (deg.)</td>
<td>198.4</td>
<td>197.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decl. (deg.)</td>
<td>-7.46</td>
<td>-5.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>$ Uranus inertial (km)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inc. (deg.)</td>
<td>25.23</td>
<td>25.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The final spacecraft wet mass post UOI is 1,229 kg and the spacecraft is at an eccentric orbit (eccentricity: 0.985) around Uranus with orbit period of 55 days at an inclination of 111 degrees. The captured orbit radius of
Figure 4.11: Spacecraft E-U type-1 trajectory.

periapsis and apoapsis are 22,090 km and $2.961 \times 10^6$ km respectively. Figure 4.12 shows the spacecraft captured orbit around Uranus post UOI.
Figure 4.12: Spacecraft captured orbit around Uranus.
4.4.2 Neptune Rendezvous Mission

A mission concept to the Neptune which is the farthest planet in our solar system at a distance of about 30 AU required a trade-off between trip time and spacecraft mass. The total trip time was constrained at 13 years due to the flight design life of RPS of 14 years [27]. A 13 year cap on trip time would allow for a minimum of one year of science operations within the RPS design life. The NTP injection stage length is 16.73 m, which includes a 6.63-m-long NTP engine and a 9.6 m long $LH_2$ tank and an interstage between the NTP engine and the LH2 tank of about 0.5 m. The total spacecraft 'wet' mass is 1,957 kg which includes dry mass of 1,583 kg. Table 4.14 shows the mass breakdown of the NTP injection stage and spacecraft for Neptune rendezvous mission.

**Table 4.14:** NTP vehicle mass breakdown for the Neptune rendezvous mission.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicle</th>
<th>Mass (kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NTP engine</td>
<td>2,560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tank dry mass</td>
<td>2,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spacecraft flight system bus and payload</td>
<td>1,583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spacecraft onboard chemical propellant</td>
<td>374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$LH_2$ propellant (with 3% ullage volume)</td>
<td>14,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total ‘wet’ mass at launch</td>
<td>20,717</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
• **Earth Escape Phase** Trans-Neptune Injection (TNI) maneuver at the LEO parking orbit is used to inject the spacecraft in a direct transfer orbit. The total $\Delta V$ required for the type-1 trajectory is 9.76 km/s. The total NTP engine run duration of 30.3 min and $LH2$ propellant of 13.76 mT is needed to impart the required change in velocity. The spacecraft orbital parameters during the TNI maneuver are mentioned in the Table 4.15. At the end of the maneuver, the total $C_3$ energy achieved by the spacecraft is 157.5 ($km^2/sec^2$) which is required for the selected rendezvous mission. Figure 4.13 shows the $C_3$ energy plot during the Earth escape phase.

**Table 4.15:** Spacecraft orbital parameters during the TNI maneuver.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Beginning of maneuver</th>
<th>End of maneuver</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ephemeris</td>
<td>01 Jun 2033 12:00:00 UTCG</td>
<td>01 Jun 2033 12:30:20 UTCG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right Asc. (deg.)</td>
<td>205.6</td>
<td>297.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decl. (deg.)</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>-7.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>$ Earth inertial (km)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inc. (deg.)</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>22.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_3$ ($km^2/sec^2$)</td>
<td>-47.57</td>
<td>157.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

• **Coasting Phase and DSM** The coasting phase for the mission is for the duration of 13 years post TNI maneuver. During the heliocentric phase, DSM is utilized for trajectory correction and requires a total $\Delta V$ magnitude of
Figure 4.13: Spacecraft $C_3$ energy during the TNI maneuver.

182 m/s. Earth-Neptune heliocentric trajectory for the rendezvous mission is shown in the Figure 4.14.

- **Planetary Capture and Orbit Insertion Phase** The total $\Delta V$ needed for planetary capture during the Neptune Orbit Insertion (NOI) is 800 m/s and is imparted using the chemical propulsion system. The maneuver duration is for 16.8 min and utilizes 351 kg of propellant. The spacecraft orbital parameters during the NOI phase are presented in the Table 4.16. The spacecraft’s captured orbital period around Neptune is of 45.7 days with an inclination of 152.4 degrees as illustrated in the Figure 4.15.
Figure 4.14: Spacecraft E-N type-1 trajectory.

Table 4.16: Spacecraft orbital parameters during NOI maneuver.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Beginning of maneuver</th>
<th>End of maneuver</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Right Asc. (deg.)</td>
<td>93.4</td>
<td>90.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decl. (deg.)</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>23.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>$ Neptune inertial (km)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inc. (deg.)</td>
<td>156.6</td>
<td>156.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.15: Spacecraft captured orbit around Neptune.
4.5 Chapter Summary and Answering Research Question #1

This chapter discusses the performance of NTP system for robotic missions to the Gas and Ice giant planets. The direct spacecraft injection analysis and its performance comparison with the standalone launch vehicles establishes the NTP’s higher payload delivery capability in a direct transfer trajectory. The NTP system using commercial launcher was able to deliver over 12% to Jupiter and over 30% to Saturn when compared with the super heavy lift SLS Block 1 launch vehicle.

The chapter also presented the point design studies to the outer planets Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune. The end-to-end mission analysis for an expendable NTP configuration discussed the capability to deliver flagship and new-frontiers class spacecrafts. Although there can be numerous point design studies with trade-offs in spacecraft mass and trip times, the goal of the mission analysis discussed in the chapter was to answer Research Question #1 What is the potential difference in performance parameters for NTP systems in comparison to traditional propulsion systems towards enabling ambitious missions to the outer solar system exploration?

For the Gas giant rendezvous missions using the NTP system in an expendable configuration can deliver the flagship class spacecraft with total ‘wet’ mass of over 4 mT to Jupiter and Saturn in 2.1 years and 4.68 years respectively. Figures 4.16 and 4.17 shows the spacecraft dry mass versus trip time of the NTP system and compares them with some of the past and present missions using
chemical propulsion system to Jupiter and Saturn. The comparison in the figures illustrates that the NTP system can reduce the trip times by a factor of two or more along with delivering higher spacecraft mass.

Figure 4.16: Spacecraft dry mass vs trip time for Jupiter rendezvous mission.

The point designs to the Ice giant planets Uranus and Neptune have also demonstrated the enhanced performance using NTP system. Planning a rendezvous mission to the Ice giants has been a major challenge by the space agencies over the last many decades. Mission concepts to Neptune using chemical propulsion system require the use of Jupiter Gravity Assist (JGA) due to its low efficiency. The synodic period of Neptune with respect to Jupiter is about 12.8 years which means that the optimal trajectory design using JGA occurs only every 13 years. The presented point design enables direct transfer to Ice giants with trip time of 7.97 and 13 years to Uranus and Neptune respectively. Figure
Figure 4.17: Spacecraft dry mass vs trip time for Saturn rendezvous mission.

4.18 show the comparison of NTP powered mission with some of the conceptual missions for Neptune rendezvous using chemical propulsion system. The studies using chemical propulsion system depended on the use of super heavy lift launch vehicle such as SLS Block 2 to close the mission as none of the available commercial launchers could meet the mission requirements of delivering a flagship class missions under the 16-year trip time in a direct transfer trajectory. The NTP point design study was optimized in order to have a maximum trip time of no more than 13 years using commercial launch vehicle with capability to deliver a minimum spacecraft dry mass of 1500 kg as applicable for the flagship class missions.
Figure 4.18: Spacecraft dry mass vs trip time for Neptune rendezvous mission.
Chapter 5. Engine System Trades for Robotic Missions

The DRM trade tree and the quantifiable FoM’s in the Chapter 3, filtered out key variables in the integrated modeling environment using MBSE. The DRM trade tree provided the manageable number of architectures for the Jupiter and Neptune mission simulations for the complete tradespace exploration of the NTP for robotic missions to the outer solar system. Using the modeling approach, the point design studies in Chapter 4 confirmed that the selected mission architecture for the NTP system can enable ambitious robotic missions to the Gas and Ice giant systems envisioned by the decadal studies.

This chapter will leverage the results from the Chapter 4 and expand the tradespace to answer Research Questions #2 and #3. Using the insights gained from the literature reviev (Chapter 2) and the mission model along with the DRM discussion (Chapter 3), the engine trades are evaluated for the rendezvous mission to Jupiter and Neptune in section 5.1 and 5.2 respectively. The NTP engine thrust to weight parameters used in the analysis has been referred from the LEU cermnet paramodel design data for engine thrust class ranging from 5 klbf to 30 klbf which is also shown as a plot in Figure 5.1 [103]. The propellant tank is sized for every mission analysis with different engine thrust class and the total $LH2$ propellant requirement depending on the departure $\Delta V$ requirement. The
mission architecture feasibility for expendable and non-expendable missions is presented in section 5.3. Finally, section 5.4 summarizes the chapter and answers the remaining research questions.

![Figure 5.1: LEU NTP cermet paramodel thrust to weight without external shield curve [103].](image)

5.1 Engine System Trades for Missions to Jupiter

For an exhaustive tradespace exploration for NTP system for missions to Jupiter there are four mission classifications inclusive of spacecraft class and trajectory types are considered in the analysis i.e., Flagship class, New Frontiers class, Type-I and Hohmann trajectory missions using expendable NTP configuration. The flagship and new frontiers class missions are initially analysed for most efficient Hohmann transfer trajectories for maximum payload delivery. The direct transfer trip time is also within the maximum trip-time requirement as per the described DRM trade tree and requires lower Jupiter orbit insertion $\Delta V$ of
400 m/s. The fast transfer Type-I trajectory missions are also analyzed which can be implemented for time critical missions.

5.1.1 Results for Flagship Class Missions

The mission analysis using engine thrust class from 05 klbf to 30 klbf is performed in an increment of every 1 klbf therefore requiring a total of twenty six mission designs for every distinct Earth departure orbit. The departure orbit considered in the analysis is from 1000 km to 2000 km in altitude with increment of every 200 km. Thus, a total of 156 mission designs were closed to determine the engine performance towards enabling a flagship class mission. The following NTP system analysis is presented for Earth departure circular orbit of 2000 km to inject a spacecraft mass of 4.35 mT to the Jupiter’s orbit. The IMLEO for the range of engine thrust class is shown in Figure 5.2 along with the departure $\Delta V$ requirements in Figure 5.3 and engine run time in Figure 5.4. Although, the analysis was performed for engine thrust starting with 5 klbf however, in the mentioned plots the lowest data point is from 8 klbf is due to the reason that for 5 klbf to 7 klbf the mission did not close within the required constraints and would have required prohibitively large IMLEO which will be beyond the lift off carrying capacity of the launch vehicle to the destination orbit.
Figure 5.2: IMLEO vs engine thrust for 2000 km circular departure orbit.

Figure 5.3: Departure $\Delta V$ vs engine thrust for 2000 km circular departure orbit.
Figure 5.4: NTP engine run time vs thrust for 2000 km circular departure orbit.
All the above three plots are interlinked to each other. Firstly, the finite maneuver analysis to determine the engine run time shows that the lower thrust engines require significantly longer duration to achieve the required departure $\Delta V$. This increase in run time also incorporates gravity losses and thrust vector control losses with majority of the $\Delta V$ losses among the two being from the gravity losses. The $\Delta V$ loss for the engine thrust can be seen in Figure 5.5 where for the lower thrust engines the gravity losses can be up to 20 percent of the total departure $\Delta V$ and almost negligible for the higher end thrust engines. This departure $\Delta V$ requirement is then needs to be compensated for the losses and therefore it can be noticed that the lower thrust engine have a much higher run time. The engine run time for the lowest 8 klbf engine is at 55.5 min and for the highest thrust of 30 klbf at 12 min during the TJI maneuver.

Figure 5.5: $\Delta V$ vs Thrust during the TJI maneuver.

The higher $\Delta V$ requirement for the lower thrust engines also has cascading impact on the IMLEO due to higher propellant requirement. This impacts the tank re-sizing and therefore the redesign of the NTP injection stage. Therefore,
it can be noticed in the Figure 5.2 that the lowest thrust engines have the highest IMLEO of over 22 mT. With the increase in engine thrust, the engine run time decreases and so does the required departure $\Delta V$ due to reduced gravity loss. This reduces the IMLEO requirement and it can be seen until the minima at 12.5 klbf engine thrust. The IMLEO using the 12.5 klbf engine is at 18.205 mT which includes 9.9 mT of $LH_2$ propellant required to impart 6.66 km/s of departure $\Delta V$ and has engine run duration of 25.5 min. Post the minima at 12.5 klbf, the IMLEO increases due to the increase in engine mass. This increase in engine mass is greater than the mass reduction resulting from reduced $LH_2$ propellant and the smaller $LH_2$ tank, such that the net IMLEO increases, reaching 20.458 mT for the 30 klbf engine.

Similarly, the engine performance for difference LEO departure orbits was analyzed with Figure 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8 showing the impact on TJI $\Delta V$, engine run time and IMLEO respectively.

The TJI $\Delta V$ requirement for multiple LEO departure orbits shows that at the lower altitude orbits for lower thrust engine require higher $\Delta V$ in comparison to the higher orbit and higher thrust engines. The minimum thrust at 1000 km altitude needed to close the mission and achieve TJI $\Delta V$ is at 10 klbf. With the increase in thrust irrespective of the departure orbit the required TJI $\Delta V$ is almost the same at 6.5 km/s. Accordingly, the engine run time is proportional to the TJI $\Delta V$ with lower thrust engines requiring the higher run time. The maximum run time as shown in Figure 5.7 is for 8 klbf engine for departure orbit at 1800 km altitude and with minimum for 30 klbf engine at 12 min. The IMLEO
Figure 5.6: Departure $\Delta V$ vs engine thrust for multiple LEO circular departure orbits. The curve for different departure orbits is similar to the one shown in Figure 5.2 but with change in minima for each distinct altitude. From the Figure 5.8 it can be noticed that with the decrease in the departure orbit altitude, the IMLEO for the same thrust increases i.e., at 2000 km altitude departure orbit the IMLEO is lowest for 12.5 klbf thrust engine and at 1000 km altitude the lowest IMLEO is for 16 klbf thrust engine. For the lowest 1000 km departure orbit, minimum engine thrust needed to close the mission is at 10 klbf. Table 5.1 shows the minimum IMLEO and its respective thrust class for different departure orbits.

The total trip for all the missions is fixed at 2.74 years and requires a JOI $\Delta V$ of 400 m/s. The JOI maneuver is performed using the spacecraft’s onboard chemical propulsion system which requires 516 kg of propellant. The
Figure 5.7: NTP engine run time vs thrust for multiple LEO circular departure orbits.

Table 5.1: Minimum IMLEO and its respective thrust class for multiple departure orbits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEO Altitude (km)</th>
<th>IMLEO (kg)</th>
<th>NTP Engine Thrust (klbf)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>19,051</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>18,861</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400</td>
<td>18,667</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1600</td>
<td>18,467</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1800</td>
<td>18,351</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>18,204</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5.8: IMLEO vs engine thrust for multiple circular LEO departure orbits.

The final spacecraft wet mass post JOI maneuver is at 3.83 mT which includes 2.3 mT of spacecraft dry mass.
5.1.2 Results for New Frontiers Class Missions

Spacecraft wet mass of 3,100 kg is used to determine the engine trades for a New Frontiers class mission to Jupiter. The IMLEO as a function of engine thrust for NF class mission is shown in Figure 5.9. When comparing the performance with a Flagship class mission presented in section 5.1.1, it can be noticed that the engine thrust for a minima IMLEO is reduced and is at 10 klbf in this case in comparison to 12.5 klbf for flagship class mission. The maximum IMLEO of 17.3 mT is for the mission using a 30 klbf engine thrust. The Similarly, engine trades were performed for multiple LEO departure orbits with Figure 5.10 and 5.11 demonstrating departure $\Delta V$ and engine run time as a function of engine thrust. The lowest engine thrust of 9 klbf is needed for the 1000 km departure orbit and minimum engine thrust of 7 klbf for higher departure orbit at 2000 km altitude. The mission did not close for 5 klbf and 6 klbf engine thrust within the constrained mentioned in the DRM trade tree.

Among the closed missions, the highest departure $\Delta V$ needed is for 7 klbf engine thrust departing at 1600 km circular orbit. The total engine run time to achieve the departure $\Delta V$ in the analysis ranges from 51.2 min to lower thrust engine and 10 min for higher thrust engines. Figure 5.12 shows the IMLEO as a function of engine thrust ranging from 7 klbf to 30 klbf for multiple LEO departure orbits. The highest IMLEO requirement is of 18.02 mT for 7 klbf engine with departure orbit altitude of 1,600 km. For the missions using higher thrust engines the IMLEO is at 17.3 mT irrespective of the departure orbit constraints.
**Figure 5.9:** IMLEO as a function of engine thrust for NF class mission departing at 2000 km circular LEO orbit.

**Figure 5.10:** Departure $\Delta V$ as a function of engine thrust for NF class mission for multiple LEO circular departure orbits.
Figure 5.11: Engine run time as a function of engine thrust for NF class mission for multiple LEO circular departure orbits.

Figure 5.12: IMLEO vs engine thrust for NF class missions for multiple circular LEO departure orbits.
As expected, Figure 5.12 shows that the minima in IMLEO is different for each departure orbit with respect to the engine thrust. To achieve the lowest IMLEO the engine thrust is inversely proportional to the departure orbit altitude. Table 5.2 shows the minimum IMLEO and its respective thrust class for different departure orbits to enable a NF class mission to Jupiter.

Table 5.2: Minimum IMLEO and its respective thrust class for multiple departure orbits to enable NF class mission.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEO Altitude (km)</th>
<th>IMLEO (kg)</th>
<th>NTP Engine Thrust (klbf)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>15,090</td>
<td>12.5 klbf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>14,969</td>
<td>11 klbf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400</td>
<td>14,852</td>
<td>11 klbf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1600</td>
<td>14,619</td>
<td>11 klbf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1800</td>
<td>14,551</td>
<td>10 klbf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>14,434</td>
<td>10 klbf</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the expendable configuration, the JOI maneuver is performed using the chemical propulsion system. The final spacecraft mass post JOI is at 2.58 mT which includes 1.8 mT of spacecraft dry mass.
5.1.3 Results for Type-I Trajectory Missions

The fast transfer using Type-I trajectory missions were also evaluated for the Jupiter rendezvous missions. The circular departure orbit constrained in the analysis was at an 2,000 km altitude to maximize the use of launch vehicle payload delivery capability for the highest possible parking orbit. The purpose of this analysis was to understand the impact on IMLEO for a mission trip times under 2.74 years considered previously for Hohmann transfers. Figure 5.13 shows the selected Earth to Jupiter type-I trajectories for missions using NTP engine thrust ranging from 10 klbf to 30 klbf and the Table 5.3 shows the IMLEO and trip time for the thrust engines.

Figure 5.13: Selected Earth-Jupiter type-I transfer trajectories.
Table 5.3: IMLEO and trip time for the NTP engine class using type-I trajectory missions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NTP Engine Class (klbf)</th>
<th>IMLEO (kg)</th>
<th>Trip Time (years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12.5 klbf</td>
<td>18,903</td>
<td>2.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 klbf</td>
<td>19,327</td>
<td>1.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 klbf</td>
<td>20,423</td>
<td>1.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 klbf</td>
<td>21,857</td>
<td>1.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mission analysis has demonstrated that for the given configuration the trip time for Jupiter rendezvous can be as low as 1.82 years with maximum IMLEO of 21.8 mT. The type-I trajectory mission is possible but will not be recommended for the traditional planetary science missions unless the mission is time critical. This is due to the fact that the higher departure velocity also necessitates a higher arrival ∆V for about 400 m/s for Hohmann transfers to up to 2.5 km/s for type-I fast transfer missions. This has an impact on the overall vehicle IMLEO with an increase of over 20% for Type-I mission using a 30 klbf engine when compared with the IMLEO required for a Hohmann transfer mission mainly due to higher propellant requirement to achieve the JOI ∆V requirement.
5.1.4 Specific Impulse Sensitivity

The mission performance for a flagship class mission to Jupiter was analysed for the change in $I_{sp}$ and its impact on mission parameters. Specific impulse ranging from 850 seconds to 900 seconds was used to perform the mission analysis. Figure 5.14 shows the departure $\Delta V$ as a function of engine thrust for different $I_{sp}$ of 850, 875 and 900 s. The impact of change in $I_{sp}$ is largely seen for missions using lower thrust engines from 8 klbf to 15 klbf. Missions using lower $I_{sp}$ have higher $\Delta V$ losses due to decrease in the efficiency thereby requiring longer engine run duration. Higher $I_{sp}$ also enables missions with lower thrust engines which can be seen from the Figure 5.14 that missions using 900 s of $I_{sp}$ can enable TJI maneuver using an 8 klbf engine in comparison to the 9 klbf thrust for lower $I_{sp}$ NTP engines.

Figure 5.15 shows the impact of $I_{sp}$ on IMLEO for multiple engine thrusts class. The higher $I_{sp}$ engines have a lower IMLEO requirement when compared with lower $I_{sp}$ NTP engines. The minimum IMLEO for the Jupiter rendezvous mission using a 12.5 klbf engine with specific impulses of 900 s, 875 s and 850 s are 18.2 mT, 18.9 mT and 19.6 mT respectively thus having a difference of 0.7 mT for every 25 s of change in $I_{sp}$. 
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Figure 5.14: $I_{sp}$ sensitivity on departure $\Delta V$ vs engine thrust.

Figure 5.15: $I_{sp}$ sensitivity on IMLEO vs engine thrust.
5.2 Engine System Trades for Missions to Neptune

In order to identify the enabling NTP engine thrust for rendezvous mission to the Ice giant planet Neptune, flagship and new frontiers class missions using type-I and type-II trajectories were considered. The Hohmann transfer between Earth and Neptune is at just over 30 years and with the total trip time constrained in the analysis of no more than 14 years the mission analysis did not include Hohmann transfers. Due to the high energy mission, the highest circular departure orbit at an altitude of 2000 km was considered to maximize the payload delivery capability of the commercial launch vehicle. The mission goal for engine trades to Neptune is to maximize the spacecraft delivery capability for a fixed trip time (13 years for flagship class mission and 10 years for New Frontiers class mission) with IMLEO and NTP injection stage and spacecraft configuration within the requirements of the Vulcan Heavy and New Glen launch vehicles.

5.2.1 Results for Type-I Trajectory Missions

The direct Earth-Neptune transfer mission focused on delivering a spacecraft mass of over 1.5 mT to the Neptune orbit using an expendable NTP configuration with maximum trip time of 14 years. The departure $\Delta V$ for the engines performance evaluation ranges from 10.74 km/s to 9.26 km/s for 5 klbf to 30 klbf. The NTP injection configuration used the maximum possible $LH2$ propellant for the mission which is at 14 mT to achieve the departure $\Delta V$. The spacecraft mass post NOI vs the engine thrust during the TNI maneuver is shown in Figure 5.16.
The spacecraft delivery mass is in the range of 1,033 kg to 1,614 kg with lowest mass delivered by 5 klbf engine and maximum by 13 klbf engine. The engine thrust range which could deliver the spacecraft mass of over 1.5 mT are 10 klbf to 17 klbf. Figure 5.17 shows the IMLEO vs engine thrust at the TNI maneuver with IMLEO range of 19.5 mT to 21.1 mT.

![Graph showing spacecraft mass post NOI vs NTP engine thrust during the TNI maneuver.](image)

**Figure 5.16:** Spacecraft mass post NOI vs NTP engine thrust during the TNI maneuver.

The NTP engine run time during the TNI maneuver analysis for engine thrust of 8 klbf and under was determined to be significantly higher with total run time during the Earth departure maneuver to be at 91 min for 5 klbf engine. This longer during run time of the engine might not be desirable due to the limits with the turbo-machinery. The run time for the engine thrust which could deliver the spacecraft mass of over 1.5 mT was in the range of 27 min to 45.5 min as seen in Figure 5.18.
Figure 5.17: IMLEO vs engine thrust for Neptune rendezvous mission using type-I trajectory.

The spacecraft heliocentric trajectory is shown in Figure 5.19 which has a total trip time of 14 years with TNI $\Delta V$ of 9,688 m/s and arrival $\Delta V$ for NOI at 860 m/s for the mission using 13 klbf engine.
Figure 5.18: Engine run time during Earth departure for Neptune rendezvous mission using type-I trajectory.
Figure 5.19: Spacecraft E-N type-I trajectory using a 13 klbf NTP engine.
5.2.2 Results for Type-II Trajectory Missions

The engine trades for type-II trajectory missions involved Jupiter gravity assist (EJGA) to Neptune to enable New Frontiers class missions with at least 1 mT of spacecraft mass delivery to Neptune orbit using an expendable NTP configuration. The total trip time in this analysis was constrained to 10 years for medium class missions with trip time being relevant to the longest primary mission of New Frontiers class New Horizons mission. Figure 5.20 and 5.21 shows the spacecraft mass delivered post NOI as a function of engine thrust and engine run time during the TNI maneuver. The spacecraft payload delivery requirement were met for the engine thrusts in the range of 12.5 klbf to 15 klbf with engine run time during the TNI maneuver being 24 min to 30 min in total.

![Graph showing spacecraft mass post NOI vs engine thrust using EJGA trajectory.](image)

**Figure 5.20:** Spacecraft mass post NOI vs engine thrust using EJGA trajectory.

Figure 5.22 shows the spacecraft trajectory to Neptune using Jupiter gravity assist using a 12.5 klbf NTP engine. The TNI maneuver $\Delta V$ magnitude is
7.2 km/s and has a trip time of 1.6 years between Earth and Jupiter. During the Jupiter gravity assist the spacecraft’s heliocentric velocity magnitude is increased by 23 km sec. Figure 5.23 shows the spacecraft’s velocity magnitude and radial distance from Sun during the Earth to Neptune transfer.
Figure 5.22: Spacecraft EJGA trajectory to Neptune using a 12.5 klbf NTP engine.

Figure 5.23: Spacecraft heliocentric velocity and radial distance from Sun for Neptune rendezvous mission using a 12.5 klbf NTP Engine.
5.3 Expendable and Non-Expendable Mission Architectures

This section explores the feasibility of non-expendable configuration and compares the performance between the mission architecture using expendable and non-expendable NTP system. In the non-expendable configuration, the NTP system is utilized for both Trans-Planetary Injection (TPI) and Planetary Orbit Insertion (POI) maneuvers. One major challenge for POI maneuver using LH$_2$ propellant is the long term storage with Zero Boil-Off (ZBO). The mission analysis presented in this study uses a passive ZBO system to reduce the spacecraft delivered mass penalty when compared with using active cryocoolers. To achieve ZBO for LH$_2$ propellant, the propellant tank view is isolated to the deep space and the use of several shades and Multi-Layer Insulation (MLI) to protect the tank from the Sun and spacecraft bus post the TPI maneuver and during the heliocentric cruise phase of the mission.

Figure 5.24 shows the example configurations of the shades which can be used to achieve ZBO storage [104]. The shade geometry used in the three configurations is based on the thermal requirements and the constraints on the spacecraft attitude. The M1 configuration design covers the propellants tank which assumes no attitude constraints. The M3 shade configuration uses the conical shade and constraints the spacecraft attitude from both Sun and planetary albedo.

The JPL’s thermal model of a ZBO cryogenic propellant system using MLI blanket for LH$_2$ propellant tank in a cone shape to behave like a “V” groove
Figure 5.24: Spacecraft configurations using passive thermal protection system [104].

radiator was modeled with an reflective emmisivity of 0.004 [105]. Studies have also demonstrated that the \( LH_2 \) propellant can be stored for longer period of times using an actively cooled inner shield and MLI blanket [106]. However, due to the use of active cooling the total system mass to keep the propellant in cryogenic state will be at 2 mT and will require more than 100 MLI layers. The mass penalty of 2 mT to achieve the ZBO will have significant impact on the overall spacecraft delivery capability of the NTP system therefore an active ZBO system will not be feasible for flagship and new frontiers class robotic missions to the outer planets.

A NASA experimental study on long term storage of cryogenic propellant using passive ZBO system was demonstrated for 1200 days (3.28 years) of simulated mission to the gas giant planets [107]. The passive thermal protection system consisted of 34 layers of MLI blanket supported by 12 fiber-glass struts.
and two double alumnized mylar sheeted shadow shields [108]. The test results for
the near Earth phase of the mission measured the heat transfer to the hydrogen
tank at 22 Watt. To keep the LH2 in the cryogenic state for the majority of the
mission in deep space the allowable heat transfer rate was 0.21 Watt. The tests
for deep space simulation with active attitude control resulted in measured heat
transfer rate of 0.11 Watt which is half of the allowable heat transfer rate. The
total tank pressure increase at the end of 1200 days mission simulation resulted
in 50 psi which was within the limits in order to eliminate the propellant venting.
The total passive ZBO system mass in the experimental study is at 1.54 kg/m²
and has been used in the results presented in this section. The total calculated
thermal protection system mass is at 310 kg for the designed LH2 propellant tank
for the designed NTP system.

The performance comparison between expendable and non-expendable ar-
chitectures was for the Jupiter rendezvous mission with trip times ranging from
1.49 years to 2.72 years. The simulated missions in the analysis are given in the
Table 5.4 with mission timelines ranging from 2028-2035. For the non-expendable
configuration a single 12.5 klbf with 900 s $I_{sp}$ NTP engine is used for TJI and JOI
maneuvers and for the expendable configuration a single 12.5 klbf engine with
900 s $I_{sp}$ is used for the TJI maneuver and a chemical engine with thrust of 1100
N and $I_{sp}$ of 323 s is used for the JOI maneuver.
Table 5.4: Jupiter rendezvous mission opportunities between 2027-2035 with trip time in range from 2.72 to 1.49 years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Departure</th>
<th>Arrival</th>
<th>Injection $C_3$ ($km^2/s^2$)</th>
<th>Abs. DLA (deg.)</th>
<th>Trip time (years)</th>
<th>TJI $\Delta V$ (m/s)</th>
<th>JOI $\Delta V$ (m/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>31-Dec-28</td>
<td>19-Sep-31</td>
<td>79.3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>6370</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27-Nov-27</td>
<td>24-Mar-30</td>
<td>86.2</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>6640</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-Dec-28</td>
<td>22-Jan-31</td>
<td>83.1</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>6510</td>
<td>381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23-Feb-31</td>
<td>26-Dec-32</td>
<td>81.2</td>
<td>-19</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>6440</td>
<td>510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-May-33</td>
<td>1-Jan-35</td>
<td>87.9</td>
<td>-33</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>6680</td>
<td>593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29-Mar-32</td>
<td>24-Sep-33</td>
<td>94.5</td>
<td>-29</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>6900</td>
<td>937</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5.25 shows the JOI $\Delta V$ requirements for the range of trip times considered in the mission analysis in order to compare the performance of both the mission architectures. The JOI $\Delta V$ is lowest for the mission using Hohmann transfer trajectory and maximum for the mission with trip time of 1.49 years using high energy Type-I transfer.

![Figure 5.25: Jupiter orbit insertion $\Delta V$ requirement for the range of trip times.](image)

To compare the performance of the considered architectures, the figure of merit is to determine the maximum spacecraft mass delivered in the Jupiter’s orbit post JOI maneuver. Figure 5.26 shows the comparison of spacecraft mass delivered using the chemical propulsion for JOI maneuver in the expendable configuration and using NTP engine for JOI maneuver in the non-expendable configuration. For lower energy mission using Hohmann transfer trajectory, the expendable configuration has the higher payload delivery capability thus traditional propulsion system outperforms for missions with lower arrival $\Delta V$. The
gap however reduces as the JOI $\Delta V$ requirement increases for the type-I transfer missions. For the fastest mission considered in the analysis with trip time of 1.49 years to Jupiter the expendable and non-expendable performance are similar with spacecraft mass of 3200 kg delivered to Jupiter orbit post JOI maneuver..

![Figure 5.26: Spacecraft mass delivered post JOI using expendable and non-expendable configuration.](image)

5.4 Chapter Summary and Answering Research Questions #2 and #3

This chapter discusses the results of NTP engine trades for robotic missions to the outer planets. As discussed in the DRM trade tree, the missions to Gas giant Jupiter and Ice giant Neptune can provide the solution space of the NTP engine parameters for flagship and New-frontiers class missions. The engine trade for Jupiter are performed for combination of spacecraft class and possible trajectories (Hohmann and type-I). Section 5.1 also discusses the specific impulse
sensitivity for missions to Jupiter and identifies the impact on IMLEO for lower $I_{sp}$ NTP powered missions. The results demonstrated that the NTP engines even with 850 s of $I_{sp}$ can enable flagship missions to the outer planets. Results on engine system trades for missions to Neptune using type-I and type-II trajectories have demonstrated the capability to deliver flagship and new-frontiers missions within the 13 and 10 years of trip times respectively. The trade-offs between the expendable and non-expendable missions architectures are presented in section 5.3 which also discusses the challenges with respect to the ZBO storage of the cryogenic propellants for long duration missions.

The performance comparison of mission architectures for rendezvous mission to Jupiter can be used to answer Research Question #2 What is an enabling mission architecture for the robotic missions using NTP systems? The results on spacecraft mass delivery post JOI for the range of trip-times between expendable and non-expendable missions have demonstrated that to enable current planetary science missions an expendable architecture will be preferred due to its higher payload delivery capability. The architecture also eliminates the requirement of long duration $LH2$ storage as NTP system is only used during the TPI maneuver. The non-expendable architecture using the described ZBO storage approach can have significant benefits for missions that share two characteristics:

1. Very large mission $\Delta V$ requirement: The planetary missions designs which are highly dependent on short trip times such as missions to the ocean worlds where region of interest to the scientific community could get into seasonal shadow for longer period of time [109] or missions targeting small
celestial bodies in highly elliptical orbit which would require high planetary orbit insertion $\Delta V$.

2. No requirement of $LH_2$ storage for extended period of time: The literature studies have demonstrated that the maximum heat transfer to the propellant tank is from the Sun and planetary albedo and minimum during the cruise phase with active attitude control with respect to the orientation of the spacecraft to the Sun.

The results on engine system trades can be used to answer the Research Question #3: *What is the enabling engine thrust class for targeted robotic missions?* The engine trade results for Jupiter rendezvous mission have demonstrated that the thrust range of 12.5 klbf to 15 klbf can enable flagship and new-frontiers class missions with minimum IMLEO. The IMLEO requirement is also dependent on the departure orbits and are under 1 mT in mass in the 1000 km - 2000 km circular parking orbit which is within the overall mission constraints. For the missions using type-I trajectories, the enabling engine thrust is within the range of 12.5 klbf to 15 klbf. The higher thrust engines (20 klbf - 30 klbf) can enable missions with much shorter trip times but with a requirement off high arrival $\Delta V$ thereby significantly reducing the spacecraft dry mass delivery capability. The specific impulse sensitivity analysis showed that using a 13 klbf engine with $I_{sp}$ as low was 850 s can enable missions to the Gas giant. The IMLEO requirements in this case is met by the New Glenn launch vehicle but are outside of the Vulcan Heavy capability. The engine trades for Neptune rendezvous mission using type-I direct transfer trajectory have shown that using a single 9 klbf to 17 klbf engine thrust
can deliver the minimum required 1.5 mT of spacecraft post NOI maneuver. The
type-II trajectory missions using JGA have a tighter enabling engine thrust range
of 12.5 klbf - 15 klbf which meets the requirement of delivering a minimum of 1
mT of spacecraft mass post NOI.
Chapter 6. Conclusion

6.1 Dissertation Constraints and Limitations

As with the majority of the conceptual space mission design and tradespace exploration studies, the analysis presented in the dissertation are subjected to constraints and limitations. The commercial launch vehicles considered in this study are either operational or have detailed payload performance parameters available. Commercial super heavy lift launch vehicles (e.g., SpaceX Starship) were not included in the study due to limited performance data available. The point design studies and engine trades were limited to the use of liquid Hydrogen as a propellant for the NTP system. Although studies have shown benefits for propellants such as ammonia due to their increased density and ease of long-term storage [110]. There have been limited peer reviewed studies on the long term in-space storage of LH2 for duration of five or more years, therefore, the architectures for Ice giant missions is restricted to the expendable mission mode.

6.2 Dissertation Contributions

This dissertation has demonstrated that the use of Nuclear Thermal Propulsion (NTP) can enable flagship and new-frontiers class robotic missions to the outer solar system, as well as the methodology of using the integrated system
model to quantify the enabling mission architectures and the NTP engine parameters. The illustrated point design studies have shown the benefits with respect to the higher spacecraft dry mass delivery capability and reduction in trip times by a factor of two for Gas giant missions in comparison to the missions using traditional propulsion systems and game changing capabilities for ambitious missions to the Ice giant systems.

A more detailed breakdown of the contributions is as follows:

- Identification of the current challenges towards the exploration of the outer solar system and identification of the impact on mission capabilities using NTP for the scientific community towards answering the priority science questions as per the decadal survey 2023-2032.

- Identification of the knowledge gaps in the literature on NTP powered mission concepts and assessing the feasibility of NTP to support current and future planetary science missions within the constraints of the NASA’s Planetary Science Division (PSD).

- Development of the systems engineering model driven by the Model Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) coupled with the domain engineering analysis models and systems engineering architectural models. The systems engineering model described as an N2 diagram is used for architecture generation, verification and sizing using the subsystems in the design structure matrix.
• Development of the high-fidelity integrated modeling environment for the Spacecraft Integrated System Model (SISM) using the mission design framework to perform rapid mission analysis and trade space exploration.

• Development of mission architectures and identification of Design Reference Missions (DRM) for the NTP system in order to answer the research questions on engine system trades.

• Mission specific recommendations on NTP powered mission architectures and engine parameters towards enabling missions to the Gas giant and Ice giant systems using the results from the quantifiable figures of merit.

6.3 Dissertation Summary

In this dissertation three research questions based on the knowledge gaps on the application of NTP systems for robotic missions were identified and its solutions were provided. The implementation of MBSE driven systems engineering model for SISM resulted in rapid high-fidelity mission analysis for trade space exploration.

The literature review (Chapter 2) of robotic exploration of the solar system led to the identification of the current challenges in enabling missions to the outer planets. Performance and limitations of the current available in-space propulsion systems (Chemical and SEP systems) were evaluated. The performance of NTP due to its high thrust and high $I_{sp}$ capability has already projected to have higher
payload mass fraction for higher energy missions. However, a detailed literature review of NTP systems led to the identification of following gaps:

- Potential difference in performance parameters for NTP systems in comparison to traditional propulsion system for flagship and new-frontiers class missions.

- Determining the enabling mission architectures due to the complexities of using NTP system (Nuclear safe orbit requirements, use of LH2 propellant for long duration missions etc.) and,

- Determining the enabling thrust class for missions to the outer planets.

The performance parameters can be compared using the spacecraft injection analysis and by demonstrating NTP systems enhanced capability in point design studies. Determining enabling mission architectures and engine thrust class will need the development of a comprehensive SISM which tightly couples the domain engineering analysis models and systems engineering architectural models.

The approach and methodology (Chapter 3) is used to design the SISM to run trade studies and requirement analysis on mission designs. The systems engineering model comprises of mission classification, spacecraft and NTP systems for architecture generation and launch vehicle and cost modules for architecture verification and sizing. The mission classification uses the inputs to determine the type of robotic mission which is then used to determine the initial parameters of spacecraft and NTP system module. Once the initial architecture is generated
the designed spacecraft and NTP system are then sized to meet the requirements of launch vehicle and cost with respect to the spacecraft dry mass. The described integrated model is executed through the system descriptive model which then initiates and executes the analytical models to be used to perform the trade studies mission architecture and engine systems. The selected DRMs are defined for point design studies and engine trade study in order to answer the research questions.

The direct spacecraft injection performance and point design studies (Chapter 4) to the outer planets Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune are presented. The direct injection analysis demonstrated that using NTP system on a commercial launch vehicle can deliver over 12% and 30% of payload mass to Jupiter and Saturn respectively when compared with SLS Block 1 standalone launch vehicle. The end-to-end mission analysis demonstrated the performance of expendable architecture towards enabling flagship and new-frontiers class missions. The point design also demonstrated the capability to reduce the trip times by a factor of two or more for missions to the gas giants when compared with chemical propulsion systems. A large strategic class spacecraft for a rendezvous mission has a trip time to Jupiter of 2.1 years and to Saturn in 4.68 years versus 5.5 years and 8.5 years using chemical propulsion system respectively. The point design also analyzed direct transfer (Type-I) mission to Uranus and Neptune which demonstrated a trip time of 7.97 and 13 years respectively.
Finally, the results on engine system trades and expendable and non-expendable mission architectures (Chapter 5) are discussed to answer the final two research questions. The engine trades based on the DRM trade tree concludes that the thrust range of 12.5 klbf to 15 klbf can enable flagship and new-frontiers class missions to the outer planets. For mission architectures, expendable configuration demonstrated to have higher performance in terms of spacecraft mass delivery for traditional robotic missions. Non-expendable configuration can have significant benefits for missions requiring very large $\Delta V$ for TPI and POI maneuvers.

In conclusion, the answers to the three research questions are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Question #1: What is the potential difference in performance parameters for NTP systems in comparison to traditional propulsion systems towards enabling ambitious missions to the outer solar system exploration?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Answer: The NTP powered mission can deliver large strategic class missions to the outer planets with trip time reduction by more than a factor of two using a single launch of a commercial launch vehicle when compared with the similar chemical powered missions. The point design study analysis shows that using NTP system, a flagship class spacecraft can be delivered to Jupiter in 2.1 years, Saturn in 4.68 years, Uranus in 7.97 and Neptune in 13 years vs 5.5 years, 8.5 years, 13.4 years and 16 years respectively using chemical propulsion system. The payload delivery of NTP system</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
using a single launch of a commercial launcher is 12 to 30 percent higher to the outer planets when compared with super heavy lift launch vehicle SLS Block 1 for a chemical powered mission.

**Research Question #2:** What is an enabling mission architecture for the robotic missions using NTP systems?

Answer: The results on spacecraft mass delivery post planetary orbit insertion for the range of trip-times between expendable and non-expendable mission configurations have demonstrated that to enable current planetary science missions an expendable architecture will be preferred due to its higher payload delivery capability of over 5%. The non-expendable architecture using the described ZBO storage approach can be preferred for missions that share two characteristics: (1) Very large $\Delta V$ requirement and (2) No requirement of long duration $LH2$ storage around a celestial body.

**Research Question #3:** What is the enabling engine thrust class for targeted robotic missions?

Answer: The NTP engine thrust range of 12.5 klbf to 15 klbf is recommended for robotic missions. The recommended thrust range can enable a host of flagship and new frontiers class missions to the Gas giant and Ice giant planets which meets the requirements of the NASA’s planetary science missions.
6.4 Looking Forward and Skyward

“In ses écrits, un sage Italien Dit que le mieux est l’ennemi du bien.”

(“In his writings, a wise Italian says that the perfect is the enemy of the good.”)

- Elements of the Philosophy of Right by Georg Hegel, 1820 [111]

There can be endless details to which an NTP powered mission can be designed, the spacecraft class at its subsystem level, target destinations, engine performance, dependencies on mission architectures and operations can be optimized. This dissertation starts by answering the high level architectural decisions in place and demonstrating NTP system capability by performing high-fidelity end-to-end mission analysis. Some of the suggested leads on future work which can be used to expand the understanding of NTP system for robotic missions are:

- Engine trades using alternative propellants such as ammonia and water which reduces the propellant tank volume by up to 69% and 75% respectively.

- Architecture evaluation for point design studies for mission to ocean worlds which require higher arrival ΔV for planetary orbit insertion.

- Use of bimodal NTP concept which will eliminate the need for a separate power system.
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Appendix B. 15 klbf NTP Engine Performance Profile

The following data is the performance of UAH NTP 330 MW engine model during the reactor startup and shutdown events using \( LH_2 \) propellant.

Table B.1: UAH NTP 330 MW engine startup performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (sec)</th>
<th>Thrust (lbf)</th>
<th>( I_{sp} ) (sec)</th>
<th>( \dot{m} ) (kg/s)</th>
<th>Reactor Power (MW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>827.5904852</td>
<td>405.553688</td>
<td>0.196058482</td>
<td>1.936811474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6074.088142</td>
<td>451.391259</td>
<td>1.335732545</td>
<td>9.590685389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>9171.981874</td>
<td>479.646672</td>
<td>1.896096798</td>
<td>16.39827755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>11960.36342</td>
<td>503.94181</td>
<td>2.350640484</td>
<td>23.87649091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>14599.54054</td>
<td>526.123288</td>
<td>2.745661288</td>
<td>31.92779896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>17180.081</td>
<td>547.226578</td>
<td>3.104662387</td>
<td>40.56377228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>19700.95418</td>
<td>567.506093</td>
<td>3.43403738</td>
<td>49.70715676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>22184.28762</td>
<td>587.475954</td>
<td>3.7423915</td>
<td>59.38877858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>24610.82647</td>
<td>607.420298</td>
<td>4.032958107</td>
<td>69.5696442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>26954.38062</td>
<td>627.7128</td>
<td>4.309280073</td>
<td>80.26488181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>29159.49089</td>
<td>648.180957</td>
<td>4.572656724</td>
<td>91.42716147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>31188.80567</td>
<td>659.208484</td>
<td>4.82445215</td>
<td>103.0261393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>33086.07691</td>
<td>665.780863</td>
<td>5.067409993</td>
<td>115.1209797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>35002.30195</td>
<td>673.205747</td>
<td>5.301514745</td>
<td>127.6633616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>37138.43396</td>
<td>685.288292</td>
<td>5.526080062</td>
<td>140.5758554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>39580.06996</td>
<td>702.795198</td>
<td>5.74261588</td>
<td>153.9300748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>42255.7766</td>
<td>723.832277</td>
<td>5.952661832</td>
<td>167.7858057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>45028.03027</td>
<td>745.818119</td>
<td>6.156218117</td>
<td>182.1059048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>47816.40102</td>
<td>767.44125</td>
<td>6.353246822</td>
<td>196.83205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>50603.9163</td>
<td>788.40618</td>
<td>6.544818873</td>
<td>211.9876671</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table B.1 - continued

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>53392.66356</td>
<td>808.706673</td>
<td>6.732163207</td>
<td>227.6314424</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>56168.95497</td>
<td>828.243709</td>
<td>6.915156575</td>
<td>243.7169365</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>58931.07277</td>
<td>847.113494</td>
<td>7.093593941</td>
<td>260.1995154</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>61692.23788</td>
<td>865.422778</td>
<td>7.268857957</td>
<td>277.1717786</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>64427.74473</td>
<td>883.049881</td>
<td>7.439632901</td>
<td>294.4595549</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>65729.33747</td>
<td>891.262672</td>
<td>7.5199941</td>
<td>303.0456737</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>65750.53643</td>
<td>891.39564</td>
<td>7.521297761</td>
<td>303.5353411</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>65770.77711</td>
<td>891.522574</td>
<td>7.522542343</td>
<td>303.9972741</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>65790.13484</td>
<td>891.643949</td>
<td>7.523732496</td>
<td>304.4339696</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>65808.67667</td>
<td>891.760188</td>
<td>7.524872359</td>
<td>304.847623</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>65826.46253</td>
<td>891.871669</td>
<td>7.525965634</td>
<td>305.2401734</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>65843.5462</td>
<td>891.978732</td>
<td>7.527015638</td>
<td>305.6133404</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>65859.97611</td>
<td>892.081682</td>
<td>7.528025361</td>
<td>305.9686551</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>65875.79597</td>
<td>892.180794</td>
<td>7.52899975</td>
<td>306.3074858</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>65891.04544</td>
<td>892.276319</td>
<td>7.529934503</td>
<td>306.6310592</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>65905.76052</td>
<td>892.368483</td>
<td>7.530883589</td>
<td>306.9404788</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>65919.97404</td>
<td>892.457494</td>
<td>7.531711785</td>
<td>307.2367404</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>65933.71598</td>
<td>892.54354</td>
<td>7.532555939</td>
<td>307.520745</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>65947.0138</td>
<td>892.626795</td>
<td>7.533372746</td>
<td>307.7933102</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>65959.89271</td>
<td>892.707417</td>
<td>7.534163759</td>
<td>308.0551795</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>65972.3759</td>
<td>892.785552</td>
<td>7.53493041</td>
<td>308.3070311</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>65984.48476</td>
<td>892.861336</td>
<td>7.535674016</td>
<td>308.5494848</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>65996.23903</td>
<td>892.934892</td>
<td>7.536395795</td>
<td>308.7831084</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>66007.65701</td>
<td>893.006336</td>
<td>7.537096874</td>
<td>309.0084231</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table B.2: UAH NTP 330 MW engine shutdown performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (sec)</th>
<th>Thrust (lbf)</th>
<th>$I_{sp}$ (sec)</th>
<th>$\dot{m}$ (kg/s)</th>
<th>Reactor Power (MW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1703</td>
<td>67199.7569</td>
<td>900.418937</td>
<td>7.610008889</td>
<td>325.4630205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1704</td>
<td>63720.77676</td>
<td>878.544639</td>
<td>7.395728112</td>
<td>308.5180475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1705</td>
<td>60574.23548</td>
<td>858.072907</td>
<td>7.198257457</td>
<td>286.29363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1706</td>
<td>57554.55944</td>
<td>837.7825</td>
<td>7.005064509</td>
<td>267.1720994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1707</td>
<td>54595.31434</td>
<td>817.240858</td>
<td>6.811915188</td>
<td>249.4867475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1708</td>
<td>51653.67019</td>
<td>796.127456</td>
<td>6.615804982</td>
<td>232.648755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1709</td>
<td>48743.39578</td>
<td>774.480415</td>
<td>6.417544227</td>
<td>216.6301526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1710</td>
<td>45849.7852</td>
<td>752.257782</td>
<td>6.214902711</td>
<td>201.2180435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1711</td>
<td>42982.55719</td>
<td>729.62058</td>
<td>6.007020515</td>
<td>186.3636797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1712</td>
<td>40196.2626</td>
<td>707.555157</td>
<td>5.792808557</td>
<td>172.0209361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1713</td>
<td>37631.4484</td>
<td>688.563036</td>
<td>5.57265517</td>
<td>158.2440985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1714</td>
<td>35392.9921</td>
<td>675.116047</td>
<td>5.345745335</td>
<td>144.9945301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1715</td>
<td>33424.83741</td>
<td>666.93055</td>
<td>5.110418305</td>
<td>132.1745315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1716</td>
<td>31517.6658</td>
<td>660.398217</td>
<td>4.866277992</td>
<td>119.782003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1717</td>
<td>29502.73054</td>
<td>650.928543</td>
<td>4.614409468</td>
<td>107.900282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1718</td>
<td>27326.1966</td>
<td>631.091723</td>
<td>4.353221507</td>
<td>96.4973664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1719</td>
<td>25015.72218</td>
<td>610.835007</td>
<td>4.080834919</td>
<td>85.54772835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1720</td>
<td>22635.33313</td>
<td>591.131301</td>
<td>3.797038232</td>
<td>75.10096484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1721</td>
<td>17924.08748</td>
<td>553.234704</td>
<td>3.203832396</td>
<td>56.18717217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1722</td>
<td>15521.9314</td>
<td>533.721841</td>
<td>2.876831073</td>
<td>47.24469106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1723</td>
<td>13155.24619</td>
<td>514.072073</td>
<td>2.533329456</td>
<td>38.86594856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1724</td>
<td>10828.37729</td>
<td>494.19607</td>
<td>2.171178393</td>
<td>31.06243065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1725</td>
<td>8535.930958</td>
<td>473.962939</td>
<td>1.786264634</td>
<td>23.78838813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1726</td>
<td>6378.249036</td>
<td>454.232054</td>
<td>1.393770822</td>
<td>17.33949102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1727</td>
<td>4004.928668</td>
<td>431.461591</td>
<td>0.922142704</td>
<td>10.69705428</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix C. STK Astrogator User Interface and Mission Control Sequence Segments

C.4 User Interface

Users can define the mission sequence using the graphical programming language or using the Astrogator connect commands. The command syntax is defined in three building blocks namely, the command block, the attribute path and the attribute block. The syntax for each command is as shown below:

\[ \text{< Command >,< AttributePath >,< Attribute }> \]

The command block determines the location and the operation to be performed when it is executed by the user. There are three elements that define the command block.

\[ \text{< Prefix > Objectorscenario path < Operator >} \]

The attribute path defines the location of the attribute within the Astrogator module. The syntax of each attribute path depends on the attribute being executed. An example syntax of attribute path for mission control sequence is:

\[ \text{Astrogator*/Spacecraft/Spacecraft1SetValuemainSequence.SegmentList.Propagate. < Attribute >,< Value > [Unit]} \]

The final block, Attribute in the Astrogator connect command identifies the attribute that the command will interact with. The syntax for attribute block is:

\[ \text{< Attribute >,< Value > [Unit]} \]
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With few exceptions, majority of the trajectory analysis performed is based on the GUI based graphical programming language.

C.5 Mission Control Sequence

Each operational requirement in the trajectory design acts as a ‘segment’. The segment functions as the graphical programming language in Astrogator. The Mission Control Sequence (MCS) Toolbar in Astrogator consists the buttons which define the spacecraft operation.

C.6 Mission Control Sequence Segments

The MCS Segments are categorized into two types- the segments that generate ephemeris and the segments that affect the execution of MCS. The final ephemeris generated by each segment is used by the next segment to determine the trajectory accordingly. The segments that generate ephemeris are Initial State, Launch, Follow, Maneuver, Propagate, Hold and Update. The segments that affect the execution of the MCS are Sequence, Backward Sequence, Target Sequence, Return and Stop.

C.6.1 Initial State

The initial stage segment is used to define the initial conditions of the mission control sequence. In general, this segment specifies the spacecraft’s initial condition by specifying its orbital elements, spacecraft parameters including propellant tanks.
C.6.2 Launch

The launch segment is the propagator for launch vehicle and can be used to model launch from any of the central bodies listed in STK. Launch segment can be used to determine the spacecraft injection and launch schedule based on the data provided by the launch vehicle manufacturer. The parameters required to define launch segment are Central body, step size, pre-launch time, ascent type, initial acceleration, launch coordinate type and epoch, location of burnout point and burnout velocity.

C.6.3 Follow

The follow segment is used to set the spacecraft to follow launch vehicle with an offset and separate once the required conditions are met. This segments requires the user to define epoch, separation conditions and spacecraft’s physical values.

C.6.4 Maneuver

The maneuver segment is used to model the spacecraft’s maneuver. There are two types of maneuver’s available- impulsive and finite maneuver. The impulsive maneuver uses the spacecraft’s velocity vector from the previous segment and adds the $\Delta V$ as specified by the user. The result is again sent as an output to the next MCS segment. The impulsive maneuver can be defined by the attitude, $\Delta V$ direction and engine specification. The finite maneuver uses the propagate seg-
ment along with the thrust due to longer burn times. Finite maneuvers are more complex as it requires the segment to propagate in the defined state and account for the acceleration from the thrust. The direction of the burn is defined from the maneuvers attitude control. The finite maneuver can be defined by attitude, thrust direction, engine specifications and propagator. The spacecraft engines can be modeled based on polynomial functions for thrust and $I_{sp}$, custom function to determine values for propagation start, update, eval and post function. Other simpler engine models include constant thrust and $I_{sp}$, constant acceleration and $I_{sp}$ and Ion engine models.

C.6.5 Propagate

The propagator segment is used to model the spacecraft’s trajectory until the stopping conditions within the specified tolerance defined by the user are met. The stopping conditions can be defined using the Astrogator components which consists many conditions such as a specified target orbital parameter, delta-V etc. The segment allows the use of many numerical integrators to integrate parameters such as velocity, acceleration and constants to control the step size and accuracy of the propagation. The 7th order Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg integrator with 8th order error control is used as the default integrator to solve ordinary differential equation. Other numerical integrators available are Bulirsch-Stoer integrator based on Richardson extrapolation, 12th Gauss-Jackson integrator for second order ODE’s with fixed step size, and 4th order Runge-Kutta integrator with adapting step size.
C.6.6 Hold

The hold segments maintains the fixed attitude and position in a reference until the stopping conditions are met. The segments holds the attitude and position and updates the ephemeris based on the time specified in step size. This segment is usually helpful for rendezvous, entry decent and landing sequences where the spacecraft is required to maintain a specific attitude or position until the next sequence can begin.

C.6.7 Target Sequence

The MCS segments such as maneuvers and propagators are nested under target sequence to achieve the desired result. The target sequence is defined by the search and segment configuration. The search defines the desired results requirement by the user and the segment configuration changes the segments as per the target sequences. The search profiles consist of differential corrector, interior point optimizer and sparse nonlinear optimizer. The differential corrector is used to obtain the desired results by having control parameters within the specified correction limit, perturbation value and maximum step size. The equality constraints or results are defined based on the desired output within a specified tolerance range. The iterations can be restricted by defining the maximum tolerance and convergence criteria. Newton-Raphson method or Broyden’s method with specified derivative calculation method are used for root-finding algorithm.
The segment configuration consist of change maneuver type, change propagator, change return segment, change stopping condition state and seed finite maneuver.

C.6.8 Stop

The stop segment is used to stop the MCS once the desired conditions are met or the required trajectory analysis is complete.
Appendix D. Approach for Establishing the Figures of Merit

The NTP’s enhanced capability and limitations has often been projected by its higher specific impulse and poor thrust to weight parameters. However, it is important to analyze the propulsion systems performance from the mission context and eventually comparing the results from the traditionally available propulsion systems. This section discusses the performance factors that will be used to define the quantifiable figures of merit for Nuclear Thermal Propulsion powered robotic mission to the outer planets. The performance parameters are selected based on the system level which will have a weighty impact on the overall mission design. The approach for establishing the figures of merit was by constructing mission level and NTP system level criteria which will have a direct or indirect impact towards answering the overall research question.

NASA’s strategy to task to technology development approach document which articulates the strategy towards developing technologies for future exploration of the solar system has been adapted towards establishing the performance parameters for this study [92]. The high level figures of merit from the referred study are effectiveness, extensibility and affordability. Using the top-down approach the technical figures of merit were established and divided into mission level and NTP system level parameters. The effectiveness is the measure of performance towards determining the mission needs for the given mission concept.
The parameters such as spacecraft class for the mission, mass and trip times can categorized as a measure of effectiveness. The extensibility is the measure of effectiveness associated with the extensibility focus on determining the technology for mission needs. The NTP system parameters are considered as a measure of extensibility for robotic mission using this advanced propulsion concept. Lastly, the affordability assessment is to make sure the robotic missions are within the budget constraints of the planetary science division, therefore the mission analysis using commercial launcher and spacecraft dry mass is within the cost margins of the flagship and new frontiers class missions.

A relationship between the mission level parameters and NTP system level parameters was then constructed to assess the impact on the overall engine and architecture performance. The mission level criteria identified are IMLEO, parking orbit, NTP system configuration, trajectory and NTP system level criteria being engine T/W, run time, propellant tank sizing, payload mass, and specific impulse sensitivity. The interdependence of mission and NTP system level criteria are presented in Table D.3. The criteria such as reliability, redundancy, operational flexibility, development cost are either non-quantifiable with the current development level of the NTP or are beyond the scope of this dissertation.
### Table D.3: Mission and NTP system level relationship criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>IMLEO</th>
<th>Parking Orbit</th>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Trajectory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engine T/W</td>
<td>direct</td>
<td>indirect</td>
<td>indirect</td>
<td>direct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine run time</td>
<td>indirect</td>
<td>indirect</td>
<td>direct</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tank sizing</td>
<td>direct</td>
<td></td>
<td>direct</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{sp}$ sensitivity</td>
<td>direct</td>
<td>indirect</td>
<td>indirect</td>
<td>indirect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spacecraft class</td>
<td>direct</td>
<td>direct</td>
<td>indirect</td>
<td>indirect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix E. Jupiter Rendezvous Mission Sequence

Summary

Mission Control Sequence (MCS) Segment Type: InitialState
Name: Target Sequence.Initial State
User Comment: Initializes state data
Spacecraft State at End of Segment:
UTC Julian Date: 2460926.91666667
State Vector in Coordinate System: Earth Inertial
Parameter Set Type: Cartesian
X: 3118.1354338247369924 km, Vx: 5.8542295388555345 km/sec
Y: -6686.8630169232183107 km, Vy: 2.7298720665655440 km/sec
Z: 0.00000000000004564 km, Vz: 3.5071830349227398 km/sec
NTP Injection stage and Spacecraft Configuration:
Drag Area: 20 m², SRP Area: 20 m²
Dry Mass: 9110 kg, Fuel Mass: 12650 kg
Total Mass: 21760 kg
Fuel Density: 71 kg/m³
MCS Segment Type: Maneuver:Finite
Name: Target Sequence.TJI
User Comment: Maneuvers spacecraft with a finite burn
Propagator model used: Earth HPOP v10
Stopping Condition: Delta-V; Run Sequence STOP

Maneuver Summary:

Duration: 1574.61 sec
Fuel Used: 11903.86770087014 kg
DeltaV Magnitude: 6989.999999999779 m/sec

Maneuver Direction Specification: Along Velocity Vector
Maneuver direction is updated during maneuver.

Thrust vector at maneuver start with respect to VNC(Earth) axes:
X (Velocity): 1
Y (Normal): -2.220446049250313e-16
Z (Co-Normal): 3.202428264340972e-16
Azimuth: -1.272221872585407e-14 deg, Elevation: 0 deg

Thrust vector at maneuver stop with respect to VNC(Earth) axes:
X (Velocity): 1
Y (Normal): 0
Z (Co-Normal): -4.163336342344337e-17
Azimuth: 0 deg, Elevation: 0 deg

NTP Engine values at beginning/end of segment:
Thrust: 66723.32000000001 N, Isp: 900 s
Mass Flow Rate: -7.559872354190498 kg/sec

Spacecraft State at Beginning of Segment:
UTC Julian Date: 2460926.91666667
State Vector in Coordinate System: Earth Inertial
Parameter Set Type: Cartesian
X: 3118.1354338247369924 km, Vx: 5.8542295388555345 km/sec
Y: -6686.8630169232183107 km,Vy: 2.7298720665655440 km/sec
Z: 0.0000000000004564 km, Vz: 3.5071830349227398 km/sec
Spacecraft State at End of Segment:
UTC Julian Date: 2460926.93489135
Vector in Coordinate System: Earth Inertial
Parameter Set Type: Cartesian
X: 8922.3523755249934766 km, Vx: 1.4751427544768838 km/sec
Y: 5649.9317788011394441 km, Vy: 11.7905906884448264 km/sec
Z: 5682.7211638041208062 km, Vz: 3.4253021376356183 km/sec
NTP Injection stage and Spacecraft Configuration:
Drag Area: 20 m$^2$, SRP Area: 20 m$^2$
Dry Mass: 9110 kg, Fuel Mass: 746.132 kg
Total Mass: 9856.13 kg
MCS Segment Type: Propagate
Name: Target Sequence.Propagate
User Comment: Propagates until stopping conditions are met
Propagator model used: Heliocentric
Stopping Condition: Duration; Run Sequence STOP
Spacecraft State at End of Segment:
UTC Julian Date: 2461026.93489135
State Vector in Coordinate System: Earth Inertial

Parameter Set Type: Cartesian

X: 3.1291296293095794e+07 km, Vx: 8.964178273650219 km/sec
Y: 8.2677161025284380e+07 km, Vy: 16.3965074387668786 km/sec
Z: 2.4631986874884766e+07 km, Vz: 6.4404873874807027 km/sec

NTP Injection stage and Spacecraft Configuration:

Drag Area: 20 m^2, SRP Area: 20 m^2
Dry Mass: 9110 kg, Fuel Mass: 746.132 kg
Total Mass: 9856.13 kg

User-selected results:

Altitude Of Periapsis = 9.2611225819524080e+07 km

MCS Segment Type: Maneuver:Finite
Name: Target Sequence.DSM-1
User Comment: Manoeuvres spacecraft with a finite burn
Propagator model used: Heliocentric
Stopping Condition: Duration; Run Sequence STOP

Maneuver Summary:

Duration: 98 sec
Fuel Used: 740.8674907106688 kg
DeltaV Magnitude: 689.6922137742814 m/sec
Maneuver Direction Specification: Thrust Vector
Maneuver direction is updated during maneuver.
Thrust vector at maneuver start with respect to VNC(Earth)
axes:

X (Velocity): -0.1729873939250899
Y (Normal): -0.9810602621904068
Z (Co-Normal): -0.08715574274765797
Azimuth: -100 deg, Elevation: -4.999999999999989 deg

Thrust vector at maneuver stop with respect to VNC(Earth) axes:

X (Velocity): -0.1729873939250898
Y (Normal): -0.9810602621904071
Z (Co-Normal): -0.08715574274765825
Azimuth: -100 deg, Elevation: -5.000000000000004 deg

Spacecraft State at Beginning of Segment:
UTC Gregorian Date: UTC Julian Date: 2461026.93489135
State Vector in Coordinate System: Earth Inertial
Parameter Set Type: Cartesian
X: 3.1291296293095794e+07 km, Vx: 8.9644178273650219 km/sec
Y: 8.2677161025284380e+07 km, Vy: 16.3965074387668786 km/sec
Z: 2.4631986874884766e+07 km, Vz: 6.4404873874807027 km/sec

Spacecraft State at End of Segment:
UTC Gregorian Date: UTC Julian Date: 2461026.93602561
State Vector in Coordinate System: Earth Inertial
Parameter Set Type: Cartesian
X: 3.1292156264708709e+07 km, Vx: 8.5601960879357577 km/sec
Y: 8.2678760194197163e+07 km, Vy: 16.2490985851820575 km/sec
Z: 2.463264622538801e+07 km, Vz: 6.9776056912275735 km/sec

NTP Injection stage and Spacecraft Configuration:

Dry Mass: 9110 kg, Fuel Mass: 5.26481 kg
Total Mass: 9115.26 kg

MCS Segment Type: Propagate

Name: Target Sequence.Propagate

User Comment: Propagates until stopping conditions are met

Propagator model used: Heliocentric

Stopping Condition: UserSelect; Run Sequence STOP

Spacecraft State at End of Segment:

UTC Gregorian Date: UTC Julian Date: 2461690.70833333

State Vector in Coordinate System: Earth Inertial

Parameter Set Type: Cartesian

X: -9.0452818827402484e+08 km, Vx: 15.1858212303064484 km/sec

Y: 1.9813996159930265e+08 km, Vy: -29.2303034602748788 km/sec

Z: 1.0320044040134162e+08 km, Vz: 23.1329470172551090 km/sec

Spacecraft State at End of Segment:

UTC Gregorian Date: UTC Julian Date: 2461690.70833333

State Vector in Coordinate System: Earth Inertial

Parameter Set Type: Cartesian

X: -9.0452818827402484e+08 km, Vx: 15.1858212303064484 km/sec

Y: 1.9813996159930265e+08 km, Vy: -29.2303034602748788 km/sec

Z: 1.0320044040134162e+08 km, Vz: 23.1329470172551090 km/sec
NTP Injection stage and Spacecraft Configuration:
Dry Mass: 9110 kg, Fuel Mass: 5.26481 kg
Total Mass: 9115.26 kg
NTP Injection stage and Spacecraft separation event
MCS Segment Type: Maneuver:Finite
Name: Jupiter Orbit Insertion
User Comment: Maneuvers spacecraft with a finite burn
Propagator model used: Jupiter HPOP (Jovian System)
Stopping Condition: Duration; Run Sequence STOP
Maneuver Summary:
Duration: 3400 sec
Fuel Used: 1180.724036079706 kg
DeltaV Magnitude: 1003.075916878957 m/sec
Maneuver Direction Specification: AntiVelocity Vector
Maneuver direction is updated during maneuver.
Thrust vector at maneuver start with respect to VNC(Earth) axes:
X (Velocity): -0.6935654222916597
Y (Normal): -0.6603048250352345
Z (Co-Normal): -0.2880356627860174
Azimuth: -136.4073051700 deg, Elevation: -16.74039050582 deg
Thrust vector at maneuver stop with respect to VNC(Earth) axes:
X (Velocity): -0.8356271763617373
Y (Normal): -0.5317849736603792
Z (Co-Normal): -0.1375934733726152
Azimuth: -147.5277230722 deg, Elevation: -7.908614755476 deg

Engine values at beginning/end of segment:
Thrust: 1100 N, Isp: 323 s
Mass Flow Rate: -0.3472717753175608 kg/sec

Spacecraft State at Beginning of Segment:
UTC Julian Date: 2461690.70833333
State Vector in Coordinate System: Earth Inertial
Parameter Set Type: Cartesian
X: -9.0452818834599197e+08 km, Vx: 15.1858211872965185 km/sec
Y: 1.9813996181221017e+08 km, Vy: -29.2303034680200291 km/sec
Z: 1.0320044045272323e+08 km, Vz: 23.1329469984143046 km/sec

Spacecraft State at End of Segment:
UTC Julian Date: 2461690.74768519
State Vector in Coordinate System: Earth Inertial
Parameter Set Type: Cartesian
X: -9.0446224256870103e+08 km, Vx: 22.3888270319464766 km/sec
Y: 1.9801457200179037e+08 km, Vy: -44.0624648791080133 km/sec
Z: 1.0327494607528621e+08 km, Vz: 18.3940674842027718 km/sec

Spacecraft Configuration:
Dry Mass: 2300 kg, Fuel Mass: 869.276 kg
Total Mass: 3169.28 kg
MCS Segment Type: Propagate

Name: Target Sequence.Propagate

User Comment: Propagates until stopping conditions are met

Propagator model used: Jupiter HPOP (Jovian System)

Stopping Condition: Duration; Run Sequence STOP

Spacecraft State at End of Segment:

UTC Gregorian Date: UTC Julian Date: 2461791.74768519

State Vector in Coordinate System: Jupiter ICRF

Parameter Set Type: Cartesian

X: 2.0606572797138672e+06 km, Vx: 2.7334213760865427 km/sec

Y: -3.1502064776202394e+06 km, Vy: -5.0358718156885223 km/sec

Z: 625297.2378459015162662 km, Vz: -0.6042739136942937 km/sec

Spacecraft Configuration:

Dry Mass: 2300 kg, Fuel Mass: 869.276 kg

Total Mass: 3169.28 kg

***-------------------------------------------------***